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Insurers On Defense About Gay Bias
Efforts by insurance companies to exclude Gays because of the threat of
AIDS has spurred a rash of lawsuits
across the country. Health officials
indicate the cost of treating an AIDS
patient through the course of
his
disease is about $140,000.
National Gay Rights Advocates has
filed formal complaints challenging discriminatory underwriting tactics practices
by
the
Atlanta-based
Munich
American Reassurance Company. Munich
recently issued guidelines intended to
weed out Gay men who apply for life insurance. According to NGRA, people are
considered "high risk" by Munich if they
are single and between 20-50 years old,
a resident of certain cities known to
have large Gay populations, if they have
an "illicit lifestyle," or if they name
anyone other than a spouse or child as a
beneficiary.

Munich American's impact on the insurance industry is widespread because it
insures insurance companies all over the
country.
In December NGRA filed a complaint
on behalf of Alex Bratenahl, a 39-yearold California hairdresser whose insurance was abruptly cancelled after three
years. Bratenahl was asked to apply for
a less expensive policy after a substantial increase in his old policy. His insurer, Creative Health Programs, then
refused to issue a new policy citing
"medical
reasons" despite his clean
health record.
The Aid To End AIDS Committee reports that a number of PWAs it is
monitoring have complained about cancelled insurance or failure to pay
claims.

Usually the insurance company
AIDS was a "pre-existing

will claim
condition."

Gaze To Go
Bi- Monthly

Insurance

policies

exclude pre-existing conditions to pre
vent a person with a disease from taking out an insurance policy for specific
treatment.
Two $5 million lawsuits in California
are challenging a similar ruling,
Benjamin Schatz, director of NGRA's
AIDS Civil Rights Project, says that
further lawsuits are planned. "It's outrageous for insurance companies to try
to exclude a whole class of people
because a small percentage will develop
a disease," he said. "Blacks have higher
rates of [high blood pressure] than
other groups, but no one says not to insure Blacks. The insurance industry
must not be permitted to exclude Gay
men from coverage," Schatz concluded,
[see related story on petge s.J

usually

Aphrodite Benefit Tops Record Another Slated

A benefit show by the remainder funding
Aphrodite
netted
a various Aphrodite chari
record $1450 Sunday, table endeavors.
Another benefit for
March 16 at the Pen
To stop a rumor before it gets started: No,
Organizers indi the PWA Relief Fund
Gaze is not going out of business. However, dulum.
cate
that the total is scheduled for Geor
with this issue, Gaze will begin publishing on may yet exceed $1500. ge's on Sunday April
a bi-monthly schedule. The newspaper has been Fifty percent of the 13. A $5 cover charge
published monthly by the Memphis Gay Coali proceeds will be donat will include a beer
tion since its inception in December 1979.
ed to the Aid to End bust. Sponsored by Aph
Increased costs and the time it takes to pre AIDS
Committee's rodite, the performance
pare the paper are two factors dictating the PWA Relief Fund with will include members
decision. "A reduction from 11 to 6 issues
annually, will result in 15 weekends a year,
we'll have free," said Allen Cook, who with
his
partner.
John
Stillwell
have
been
co-editors of Gaze since December, 1982. In
addition, a savings of about $3000 in printing
and shipping costs will be avoided.
The move does not preclude the possibility of
Rev. Troy D. Perry, found
returning to a monthly format or special edi
er of the Fellowship of Met
tions, should the situation warrant.
Current
ropolitan Community Church
subscriptions will
be extended. Subscribers
es will be the guest pastor
will receive the same number of issues for
at MCC/ Nashville's servi
which they originally subscribed. New yearly
ces on Sunday April 27th.
subscriptions will remain at $8 per year.
Perry will be in Nashville
The next issue of Gaze will be available May
to attend the District Con
30th.
ference of MCC's April 2527. Perry will also attend an
Inside:
MCC dinner Saturday, April
Bob Damron Visits Austin
26th at which he will be a
featured speaker. The dinner
Exposed to Hepatitis? - What To DO
is open to the public.

of TSARUS and other
Gay organizations.
Aphrodite has re
mained in the forefront
of Memphis Gay organi
zations raising money
for AIDS patients. Cur
rently ATEAC is moni
toring about half of
the AIDS patients in
Shelby County.

MCC Founder To
Preach In Nashville

Voluntary Testing - Drawing the Line
National and Regional News and more

J

Gazing

j TICKET ORDER FORM:Mor« mani

Editorials appearing in Gaze represent only the opinions of the
authors unless otherwise indicated.

a, tickets St0.00 more -CASH only.

Voluntary Testing — Drawing the Line
as to make up for the
severe deficit in blood
donations
resulting
from lack of Gay do
by John Stilwell
nations.
When
unsafe
sex practices were out
As information about lined and safe sex tech
the AIDS epidemic is niques explained, the
gathered, various recom majority of Gay men
mendations from health acted
responsibly.
officials come out: and Throughout this epidem
the majority of
the ic, the Gay community
Gay
community
has has rallied and has
acted quickly to adopt shown its concern for
these recommendations. stopping the spread of
When high-risk groups this deadly disease.
were asked to refrain
Over the strong objec
from donating blood as tions of the American
a means of protecting Association of Physi
the blood supply, Gay cians for Human Rights
men stayed away in and the National Gay
droves. But more than Task Force, the Cen
that, the Gay commun ters
for
Disease
ity established "Blood Control has now recom
Sisters" programs
to mended that all highprotect its own as well risk individuals volun-

(evenings)
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tarily submit to HTLVIII antibody testing.
For the minority of
Gay and Bi-sexual men
who have refused to
heed the warnings and
who have refused to
practice safe sex, I
urge taking the test
voluntarily
in
the
hopes that the results
will snap you out of
your apathy and make
ou
act
responsibly,
lowever, I'm a realist
and I know that even if
a massive drive was
mounted to get all Gay
and bi-sexual men to
take the test, it would
be the same small mi
nority that would not
participate.
For the vast ma
jority, I urge you not
to take the test. In
,the past, we have asked
that you consider your
self infectious and to
act accordingly. I be
lieve that most of you
have already done that.
I urge you to continue
with that in mind.
At this point, the
meaning of the results
of the HTLV-III test
have not changed that
much.
Although
the
health agencies
have
come up with some num
bers,
the
only new
facet is that a posi
tive
HTLV-III
test
over a certain rating
of positivity indicates
that person needs moni
toring
because
his
chances
are
greater
that he will develop
full-blown AIDS. There
is still no means of
reversing the disease,
and the only treatment
available is still the
treatment of the indi
vidual
opportunistic
diseases that the PWA
develops.
From a mental stand
point,
there is
the
trauma and anguish that
will
result
from
a
positive test. Although
the Memphis Health De
partment has been very
helpful and understand
ing, evidence indicates
that they are the ex
ception.
At
this
time
the
Health Department can
guarantee confidential
ity, but if the current
movement
to
make

S

HTLV-III
positives
reportable is success
ful (and there is every
reason to believe that
it will be), the Health
Department
will have
no choice but to obey
the law.
The military is al
ready requiring new re
cruits
to
submit
to
HTLV-III
testing. It
is obvious that a move
ment
is
afoot
to
identify
individuals
who are carriers of the
virus. The only thing
that is not clear is
what will be done once
those individuals have
been identified.
A
general air
of
"something needs to be
done about these peo
ple" is prevalent these
days. Even I felt it
when viewing the recent
PBS
Frontline special
which
dealt
with
a
homosexual
prostitute
diagnosed
with
AIDS
who continued
having
sex without telling his
partners. I was out
raged,and my emotional
reaction was that some
thing needed to be done
about
a
person
like
that.
After some less emo
tional
reflection,
it
ocurred to me that he
was not the only one to
blame. Sexual activity
which involves risk of
infection
always
in
volves a minimum of
two people. It is each
individuals'
responsibiltv to protect him
self as well as his
partner. A
prostitute
alone cannot spread the
disease.
His
partner
also contributes by act
ing irresponsibly,
by
not taking precautions,
by engaging in unsafe
sex, and by allowing
himself to be exposed
to infection. In other
words, not only should
each of us consider him
self
infectious
and
take precautions to pro
tect our partners; but
each of us should also
assume that our partner
is infectious and take
precautions to protect
ourselves. That is sim
ply common sense. If
your potential partner
refuses to go along
with that, put on your

pants
and
go
home.
You'll both be better
off.
Now is not a good
time to be coming out
to non-Gay people. We
do need to come out to
one another and offer
what
support
and
assistance we can to
one another.
The majority of the
population is reacting
emotionally to the fear
and ignorance of AIDS,
and
they
are being
spurred on by vocal
rubble rousers who are
spreading
outright
lies. We've all seen
enough
movies
which
show how cruel and
unreasonable a mob can
be, and that is exactly
what we are dealing
with at this time.
The Gay community is
not solely responsible
for spreading AIDS, and
we
cannot
stop the
disease by ourselves.
We can continue to act
responsibly and to do
everything in our power
to stop futher infec
tion, but we can't do
it all. Rather than try
ing to "identify" Gay
men and holding that
information until some
one decides what to do
with it, more time and
effort on the part of
the
government
and
health officials should
be spent on reaching
those people who are
not acting responsibly
- the
prostitutes and
IV drug users.
So here is where we
draw the line. Until
the government and the
health
officials
can
guarantee us the pro
tection of
our basic
rights as human beings,
we can go no further.
We can and will do
everything in our power
to stop the spread of
this disease by what
ever means are avail
able to us. We cannot
and will not voluntar
ily allow ourselves to
be "tagged" and other
wise expose ourselves
unnecessarily
to
the
discrimination and the
danger that is present
in our society today.

'JllA**'
*
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MEMORIAL
DAY WEEKEND
MAY23 -26, 1986

200 beautiful wooded acres, private camp, cabins,
large lake, tennis courts, in the N.E. GEORGIA
MOUNTAINS (80 miles north of Atlanta)

S85toS100Sliding Scale-41
(camping)
$125 R.V.; no hook-ups; (incli
$20 Additional for workshift
$20 per 9-16 yr. old woman (ar
10 boy)
$70 to $75 verylimited Sat. no<

$30 Non-profit organiza
TOTAL ENCLOSED $

TICKETS — 350 cabin spaces available (showers & toilets in cabins). Cabins hold 12-24
women (bunk beds) $110.Camping 4 days $85-$100- sliding scale (if working PLEASEpay
top ofscale). Camping3 days(Sat., Sun.& Mon.-very limited)$70-$75 sliding scale. Children8
and under free; 9-16,$20 to help defray foodcosts. All childrenMUST be pre-registeredfor
childcare by April20th. U.S. currencyonly. NO PERSONALCHECKS after April20th. Money
order, certified check, cash only. For tickets, send self-addressed, legal size, stamped
envelope to: SWMCF, 13514 Hart Street, Van Nuys, CA 91405 (818) 904-9495.
ABOVE TICKET PRICES INCLUDE:4 days& 3 nights of music,comedy, lectures,workshops,
crafts show,raquetball, basketball,tennis, swimming,dance every night,hot showers,camp
ing, food & FUN!
Concerts interpreted for hearing impaired. Food andchildcare provided. (NO OVER NIGHT
childcare, 'POTTY-TRAINED' only).Boys under10 welcome.There willbe some Woman-Only
space. Craftswomen invited to display. No dogs permitted, except seeing eye or hearing
impaired (must be registered).
WORKSHOPS A DAY STAGE
We encourage women todo workshops.Share professional skills,different cultures,interests,
etc.
If you wish tobe listedin theprogram senda short descriptionof your workshopor if youwish
to play on the daystage send a tape. Sendthese along with yourticket order by April 20th.
Festival ENDS Monday,3 P.M.

Behind the
masks..
. . .you may have more
questions than answers

Sometimes talking can help. A group
of Gay men and women have formed
an informal rap/support group to ex
pand our knowledge of ourselves.
Meetings are currently being held as
part of the Memphis Gay Coalition
meetings on the first and third Mon
days of each month in Meeting Room
B of the Main Library at Peabody and
McLean. For more information, call
454-1411.

GayRap

• Non-Smoking •Clean 4 Sober•

Our next Aid to End AIDS
Committee meeting
will be

Sunday, April 6
3:00PM

THE COACH HOUSE
SUN ROOM

1262 Union Avenue
(Across from Methodist Hospital)

JOIN US!
April, 1986-Gaze-3
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NY Passes Ban on
Gay Bias
New York — After 15
years of effort, the
New York City Council
has passed a local Gay
rights ordinance.
Cheers went up in the
council chambers as lawmakers adopted the proposal 21-14. The vote
ended 15 years of defeat in the city with
the largest Gay population in the U.S. The
bill now goes to Mayor
Koch for his signature
into law.
The bill prohibits discrimination
on
the
basis of sexual orientation
in
housing,
employment, and public
accomodations. By passing the measure, New
York has become the
51st city to pass such
anti-disrimination
legislation. The state of
Wisconsin and 12 counties around the country
have
passed
similar
legislation
according
to the National Gay
Task Force.

The bill had been debated, long and loud,
for 15 years. Recently
a
council
committee
cleared the bill for
the first time since
1974.
Debate on the bill
lasted over two hours
until the roll call began.
wild
cheering
broke out among supporters as Sam Horowitz,
the 18th councilman to
vote for the bill cast
his vote assuring its
passage,
Councilman
Stephen
DiBrienza said he voted
"yes" in honor of a
friend
who was an
AIDS victim,
Conservative Cardinal
John O'Conner of the
Archdiscese
of
New
York, a fierce opponent
of the bill, issued a
statement
denouncing
the council vote moments
after
it
was
approved,
Opponents of the bill
said that homosexuals

on the basis of free
speech content. In the
ruling, the judge af
firmed that pornography
must be protected under
the
First
Amendment
because "any other an
swer leaves the govern
High Court Will Not
ment in control of all
the
institutions
of
Hear Porn Law Appeal culture,
the great cen
and director of
Washington — In a 6-3 sor
vote, the U.S. Supreme which thoughts are good
court has declined to for us." He went on to
hear an appeal of a fed describe the measures
eral court ruling on an as "thought control."
Indianapolis
anti-por
nography law. The deci
sion,
issued
without Gay Mormons Start
opinion,
affirms
the Alternative Church
lower court ruling that
the law abridges the
A group of people who
First Amendment right have been excommuni
of Freedom of Speech.
cated from the Church
The anti-pornography of
Jesus
Christ
of
ordinance has been the Latter-Day Saints (Mor
center of a women's mon)
have
recently
movement
controversy founded a new church in
since it was enacted by Los Angeles, based on
the
Indianapolis
city Mormon doctrine.
council two years ago.
Named "The Restor
Drafted by feminists ation Church of Jesus
Andrea
Dworkin
and Christ," most of its
Catherine
McKinnon, leaders are Gay.
the law defined pornog
Besides
welcoming
raphy as "the graphic homosexuals, the church
sexually explicit sub plans
to include all
ordination of
women, groups
not
readily
whether in pictures or accepted by the larger
words"
that,
among Mormon institution.
other
things, depicts
One of its first mis
women as "whores by na sions is the ordination
ture," or in "positions of women, a practice
of servility or submis forbidden by the LDS
sion or display."
Church.
Last August, the 7th
Two initial names of
U.S. Circuit Court of the church, The Church
Appeals stated that the of Jesus Christ of All
ordinance discriminates Latter-Day Saints" and
"The Church For LatterDay Saints" were con
tested by LDS lawyers.
| The group is awaiting
approval on its current
I name.
would
take
to
the
streets
and
flaunt
their
lifestyle,
and
that
the bill
would
bring on a series of
lawsuits.

| Air Force Announces
j AIDS Policy

Don't Drive
Drunk!
VETERAN'S CAB

525-3535
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Washington — The Air
Force had labeled Pentagon policies of confi
dentiality for homosexl ual behavior indicated
I by
HTLV-111
testing
I "exceptional" and has
I said that personnel who
[ test positive but show
j no symptoms will not
I be discharged.
I
According to Major
I General
Robert
C.
I Oaks, assistant deputy
[ chief of staff for per, sonnel at
Air Force
I Headquarters in Wash
ington, individuals al
ready in the service
who test positive to
HTLV-111
screening
"will be kept [in the
service]
if
they're
otherwise healthy, un
less they have selfadmitted
misconduct."

He indicated the Air
Force would not "pre
sume misconduct" based
on
a
positive
test.
"And by misconduct,"
he said, "we mean drug
abuse and homosexual
ity, since 98% of the
cases of AIDS involve
those activities."
Oaks said that the Air
Force has made an ex
ception
to
physicianpatient
confidentiality
rules
in regards
to
AIDS. The exception is
a policy of medical con
fidentiality for homo
sexual acts discovered
during military
AIDS
antibody
testing.
"If
you come in and tell
your doctor how you got
[infected
with
the
AIDS virus], that will
not
be used against
you. But if you tell
your commanding offi
cer, that's different,"
he
said. The
latter
could result in admini
strative
process
and
general discharge.

HHS Secretary Wants
To Test Immigrants
Washington
—
Dr.
Otis Bowen, down-home
doctor and friend of
Ronald Reagan, has re
cently
proposed
a
Health and Human Ser
vices
policy
which
would require those ap
plying
for
permanent
immigration to the US
be subjected to HTLVIII testing. It was to
be expected that Gay
leaders and those who
sympathize
with
Gay
would not like the pol
icy, but there is dis
cord among government
workers and officials
as well.
The Public Health Ser
vice would not comment
on the proposed policy
but it is well-known
that the PHS does not
support it.
Jeff Levi, of the Na
tional Gay Task Force,
thinks Bowen is over
looking
the
foreign
policy implications of
his policy. "It's sort
of arrogrant since this
country has the most
AIDS
cases,"
said
Levi. "It's another at
tempt
to
give
false
assurance that by re
stricting
individual
freedom, you can con
tain the disease."

** •
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Gay Father Ordered
To Take Blood Test
A Chicago Gay father
has appealed a court
order requiring him to
take an HTLV-1II anti
body test in order to
visit his children. In
a dramatic move, attor
neys informed the court
that the father will
refuse to comply with
the order. As a result,
the judge has agreed to
reconsider
the order
and hear further evi
dence from both sides.
"The judge's original
decision
was
clearly
wrong," declared Ben
jamin Schatz, director
of National Gay Rights
Advocates AIDS Civil
Rights Project. "The
HTLV-111 antibody test
does
not
tell
us
whether a person has or
will
develop
AIDS.
Moreover, even if the
father did have AIDS
— which he does not —
there
would
be
no
reason to keep him from
visiting his
children.

AIDS cannot be casual
ly transmitted, and it
is time for the courts
to
recognize
this
fact."
NGRA Executive Direc
tor
Jean
O'Leary
agreed: "The courtroom
is
not
a
legitimate
place for AIDS hyster
ia. NGRA
is
deter
mined to fight the mis
use of the HTLV-111
antibody test wherever
it occurs."
The dispute originated
when the chilren's fa
ther filed a motion for
expanded visitation pri
vileges.
The
motion
was opposed by his for
mer wife, who feared
that the children would
"catch AIDS" from him
simply because he is
Gay. Although the fa
ther is perfectly heal
thy, the judge ordered
him to take the test,
ignoring
all
medical
evidence which was pre
sented.

Harvard To Stop
Restroom Cruising
Harvard
University
will remove doors from
bathroom
stalls
in
some toilets in a ef
fort to stop "lewd and
lascivious
behavior"
according to a campus
newspaper. The action
came after two formal
complaints
about
Gay
activity in the Harvard
Science
Center
restroom. Harvard Dean of
Students
Archie
C
Epps, III, said re
moving stall doors "is
a standard solution."
Gay Violence Quote
Brings $15 Million Lawsuit
Hollywood — Director
William
Friedkin
(Boys
in
the
Band,
Cruising,
The
Exor
cist, The French Con
nection)
has
taken
exception to an actor's
remark that he "really
grooves on homosexual
violence." So much so
that he has filed a $15
million
lawsuit
against The Los Angeles
Times and
free-lance
writer Clarke Taylor.
The dispute is over an

interview
with
actor
Willem
Dafoe,
who
starred in Friedkin's
latest
film To
Live
and Die in LA. Dafoe
was quoted as saying,
"The violence per se
doesn't bother me —
it's a violent world.
But what does bother
me is the kind of la

tent
homosexual
vio
lence
that
Billy
Friedkin really grooves
on." The Times said it
will not print a retrac
tion, as Friedkin re
quested,
because the
article was correct and
the statements were in
context.

Tee-Hee! Gay Comix!
San Francisco — Gay
Comix, an underground
comic
book
featuring
the work of Gay men
and women, has been
purchased by the pub
lisher of Bay Area Re
porter, Bob Ross. Ross
plans to change the
series from a yearly to
a
quarterly
printing
schedule and market cop
ies through Gay busi
nesses and by offering
subscriptions. A oneyear
subscription
isi
$10 (four issues). Sin-!
gle copies are $2.50.'
All are mailed in dis
creetly marked envel
opes. For more infor
mation,
write
Gay
Comix, 1528 Fifteenth
St., San Francisco, CA
94103.

NGRA To Represent Gay
Community On Nat'l Insurance Commission
San Francisco — Ben

jamin Schatz, Director
of National Gay Rights
Advocates' AIDS Civil
Rights
Project,
has
been appointed by the
National Association of
Insurance
Commission
ers (NAIC) to serve on
a select panel of ex
perts working to formu
late national policy on
AIDS
and
insurance.
This panel will play a
vital role in determin
ing whether Gay men
will be able to obtain
health and life insur
ance across the coun
try.
NGRA was selected to
serve on the panel be
cause of its leadership
in the battle to defeat
AIDS-related discrim
ination.
As
part
of
this work, NGRA re
cently filed two com
plaints
with
the
California
Dept.
of
Insurance.
"We plan to press our
position
strongly
and
clearly,"
declared
Schatz. "The insurance
industry must not be
permitted
to
exclude
Gay men from coverage
through
'lifestyle

the HTLV-III antibody
test."

"We cannot allow the
insurance industry
to
escape their responsi
bility
by
simply
avoiding AIDS," said
NGRA executive Direc
tor Jean O'Leary. The
crisis surrounding AIDS
and
insurance
repre
sents one of the most
important civil rights
issues of our time."
The appointment of
NGRA represents an his
toric
step
for
the
NAIC, which has never
before
worked
with
members of the Gay
community. In addition
to appointing Benjamin
Schatz, the NAIC also
named Jeff Levi of the
National
Gay
Task
Force as a committee
member. Also represen
ted are the National
Institutes of Health,
several insurance com
missioners. and senior
officers or major insur
ance companies such as
Aetna, Mutual of Oma
ha, Lincoln National,
and Transamerica Occi
dental.

BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER
In addition to our monthly Business, Action/Political, and Health
Issues meetings, we will have:
Sat., April 5 - May Planning Conference, Bill's, 5:30 pm
- Game Party, Glen's, 7:30 pm

Benjamin Schatz

Joy of Gay Sex Back

On Selves in NY Library

The Joy of Gay Sex
has been returned to
the shelves of the New
York Public Library af
ter being banned in De
cember. The book was
banned after officials
decided that the "un
safe" sex practices de
scribed
in the book
should not be promoted
in light of the AIDS
epidemic. Protests by
Gays in New York ap
parently
resulted
in
the book's return to
the shelves.

Tues., April 8 - Discussion Group, Irwins, 7:30 pm. Topic:
Coming Out in the 80's
Sat., April 12 - Board Meeting, Bill's, 5:30 pm.
Sat., April 19 - Gone With The Winter Party, Bill's, 8 pm
Thurs., April 24 - Discussion Group, Irwin's 7:30 pm. Topic:
Strategies For Meeting People in the Anxious 80's
Sat., April 26 -Theatre Party,Playhouse onthe Square,8 pm.
$12 "Purly" - Contact Durrell by 4/12 if interested.
Mon., April 28 - General Meeting, Peabody Library, 7:30 pm.
COMING SOON
May 23-26 - Fourth Annual BWMT Conference
, workshops,social events,out-of-town visitors
For Details: Call Bill (272-3705), Jeff/Durrell (278-7092) or
Irwin (726-1461) or write BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41773,
Memphis, TN 38174-1773
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REVIEWS
Facing It:
ANovel About Aids
Facing It: A Novel Of
AIDS
Paul Reed
Gay Sunshine Press
$7.95
Review by
Martin Palm-Leis
It is really quite amazing some of the lit
erary talents that have
"come out" in recent
years. Most of them
are splendid; but, of
course, there are those
few that should never
have hit the publishing
editor's desk. What is
more amazing, as is
the case here, is when
an author comes out of
nowhere with a work of
quality so great that
it leaves any reader
astounded.
Paul Reed has done ex
actly that by relating
to us, through Facing
It, the story of Andy
Stone, one of the first
few hundred people with
AIDS, and his lover,
David Workman.
This
piece, in its compel
ling and poignant fash
ion, takes us from the
first months of
his
symptoms through the
diagnosis, denial, and
acceptance
to
and

through his death. It
shows us how Andy and
David (with relentless
persistence) fight to
gether the many battles
that come at them and
how they, along with
Andy's
physician Dr.
Walter Branch, try to
fight the physical (as
well as political) bat
tles that seem to never
cease. Included in the
list of characters are
the physicians and ad
ministrators of Mount
Zion Hospital who give
insight into the poli
tical side of medicine
and Andy's parents, a
man who due to his own
scripting could never
accept a son who is
"less than a man," and
a woman who through
her scripting could se
cretly . disagree
with
her husband but never
go against his word.
Another character is
the loveable Rita, the
lovers' Lesbian friend,
the one friend who does
not isolate them and is
a
constant
support.
They are all mixed to
gether with such genius
that it creates a very
complete novel.
Technically, the book
is very sound. Reed has

_ even included in the
plot actual CDC re
ports, newspaper clip
pings. and other bits
of information that sug— gest he definitely did
his homework and that,
if we didn't know bet
ter, this could be a
true story.
Facing
It, in the
context of style and
its application to writ
ing, is awesome be
cause there are no pun
ches pulled here. Every
thing is so believable
thoughout
the
entire
piece that one can eas
ily picture who these
people really are and
what their environment
looks like. And because
it surpasses the goals
that any literary work
should try to attain
(placing the reader in
to any given situation
and seducing him or her
into being one with the
characters,
settings,
etc.) with such finesse
and subtlety, it should
and, no doubt, will be
ranked as a classic.
Personally, I feel
this novel should be
mandatory reading for
anyone who's even heard
of this dreaded dis
ease. In addition to
showing the reader what
dying is about, it also
shows what living in
the 80's is like for a
Gay person.
In closing, I would
just like to say that,
with AIDS being the
topic of the 80's, if
there is to be a novel
for the 80's, this is
it ...Facing It: A Nov
el Of AIDS.

Born to Sleeze is a
new musical by Donald
James and James Irwin
that explores Gay life,
its
sub-cultures,
its
myths, and its truths.
It is currently avail
able in a live concert
version, featuring all
the
musical
numbers
and a narration, per
formed by a cast of
five backed by a five
piece band.
Born to Sleeze had its
premiere
performance
on
September
15th,
1985 in Nashville at
the
original
music
club,
The
Bluebird
Cafe. Before a sold-out
house of people from
all walks of life, in
cluding the music pro
fession,
its
talented
cast
unfolded
thru
song, music, and nar
ration the story of the
original play. The re
sponse was great. The
applause rang out loud
and often. The end was
met
with a standing
ovation; and the con
sensus was that Born to
Sleeze was not just a
Gay show, but a univer
sal one.

hard rock and pop thru
country, gospel, blues,
and jazz. The original
songs, though adult in
theme at times, are up
beat and leave the aud
ience
humming.
Some
tell the stories of peo
ple; others have mes
sages; some are pure
camp; others play upon
the heart.
Born to Sleeze is the
story
of
a
man in
search of
his inner
self, the man he falls
in love with along the
way, and the women he
leaves behind. Through
his eyes the audience
meets a collection of
people Fellini would be
proud of. These people,
both Gay and straight,
will make you laugh
and cry with recogni
tion for you have known
them all your life.
Their next perform
ance at the Music Row
Music Club is slated
for April 20 at 7:30
PM. Tickets are avail
able through Ticketmaster in Nashville.
A demo tape of ex
cerpts from the origi
nal production is avail

SPECIAL BENEFIT
SHOW*
Featuring The Best of Aphrodite's
Production Numbers And

The musical has been able to those interest

playing

periodically

at ed in booking Born to
Nashville's Music Row Sleeze by writing: Don
Music Club (16 Music James,
817
Bradforn
Square East) and the Ave. 5A, Nashville, TN
ensemble performed re 37204 or by
calling
cently for a Nashville Nancy
Huckleberry,
CARES benefit.
booking agent, at 615—
Born to Sleeze has a 331-2723.
score that ranges from

Special Solo Performances

With Support From
TSARUS

\
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Don James, Ellie Peters, Mike Weiss, and Jim
Irwin of Born To Sleeze cast.

o

*Proceeds from this benefit will go directly to support
AIDS patients in the local area and fund Aphrodite's other
charitable endeavors.
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Spectrum
Women's Music Fest Not
Just Music
The National Women's and Katherine V. For
Music
Festival
will rest.
The Women's Spiri
have three full days
and evenings of music, tuality Conference will
laughter,
learning, feature Margot Adler,
and Diane
talking,
playing;
and Starhawk,
growing, according to Stein. Workshops will
examine goddess reli
organizers.
Although music is an gion, I Ching, crystal
energy
healing,
important part of the and
festival, its emphasis witchcraft, and herbal
is the broad spectrum medicine.
Among the mainstage
of workshops, special
comedi
conferences,
network musicians,
ing, and seminars. The ennes, and dancers are
festival will again be the following: Friday:
Parker,
Debbie
held on the Indiana Uni Pat
Linda
Moakes,
versity campus utiliz Fier,
Williamson
and
ing its convenience and Cris
comfort. It
will
be Band. Saturday: Wall
flower Order presents
held May 30-June 1.
Brigade,
Alix
Last year over 100 Dance
women presented gener Dobkin, and Sue Fink.
al workshops and this Sunday: Diedre McCalyear's
highlights
in la, NWMF Chamber En
clude a children's, old semble , and the Robin
er women's, and wo Flower Band.
The NWMF continues
men's
classical
music
to be a place where lo
The Writers' Confer cal and regional ar
ence
will provide
a tists perform.
Festival tickets are
forum for both accom
Pre-registration
plished
and
aspiring $67.
writers, and will in by April 30 will assure
housing. For
clude
workshops
and festival
more
information
or an
open readings. Featured
speakers
include
Pat a p p l i c a t i o n , w r i t e :
Parker, Barbara Grier, WIA, P.O. Box 5217,

GAY
SWITCHBOARD
726-GAYY
Information — Counseling — Referrals

"7:30 - 1 1:30 PM Nightly
A Public Service of the
Memphis Gay Coalition
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Bloomington, IN 47402
or call (317) 637-4938
or (317) 637-2906.

Laura Hobson,

Consenting Adult
Author Dies

Gay Games II
Signs Up 5000
San Francisco — Over
5,000 Gay athletes from
around the world are
now expected to gather
for Gay Games II this
summer. 18
different
sports
will be pre
sented August 9-17 in
San Francisco.
Gay Games I brought
together 1,300 partici
pants from 179 cities
in 12 nations. Based on
teams and individuals
that have indicated an
interest
to
partici
pate,
organizers
be
lieve over 5,000 ath
letes will attend. By
comparison, the Olym
pics, held last year,
had 6,400 participants.
The opening ceremon
ies will be highlighted
by the lighting of a
torch, performances by
a variety of community
groups, and climaxed by
the entrance of the ath
letes into the stadium.

Erotic Tapes
Available to Gay Women
Philadelphia — Sumaje tapes has announced
that its second erotic
tape for Gay women is
available by mail. The
tape, called Truth or
Dare, is ardent and
artful, light
hearted
and down-to-earth, ac
cording
to
Miami's
The Weekly News. The
aural presentation of
fers an intense and ex
plicit experience, yet
leaves the mind free to
imagine. Producers in
dicate that "the listen
er
spins
her
own
images in response to
the amorous voices of
the women in the tape,
and each story becomes
immediately
hers."
The tapes cost $10.95
and can be ordered from
Sumaje, P.O. Box 30318 , Philadelphia, PA
10103.

New York — Laura Z.
Hobson, who made a ca
reer of publishing con
troversial
novels
is
dead of cancer at age
85. Her two most fa
mous novels were Gen
tleman's Agreement and
Consenting Adult.
Gentleman's
Agree
ment explored the na
ture of
anti-Semitism
after WWII. The story
is about a writer who
poses as a Jew to learn
of
anti-Semitic
bigo
try for a magazine ar
ticle. It was the basis

of the 1947 Academy
Award-winning movie of
the same name.
Consenting
Adult,
published in 1975, ex
plores a mother's rela
tionship with her Gay
son. It was made into
a TV movie last year.
Hobson declined to re
veal whether the novel
was
autobiographical,
but her younger son,
Christopher,
acknowl
edged his homosexuality
in an essay released at
the
same
time
the
novel was published.

•A

International Mr. Leather
Contest
Chicago — The 8th Annual International Mr.
Leather Contest and Show has been scheduled for
Memorial Day Weekend in Chicago. The contest
itself will take place at the posh Park West on
Sunday, May 25? with parties and special events
planned on Friday, Saturday, and (Memorial
Day) Monday. The contest and show draws over
1 ,000 members of the leather community from
around the world. International Mr. Leather has
been described by Drummer
magazine as the
"Academy Awards of Leatherdom."
Over $5,000 in prizes are awarded to the
winners, including a grand prize of a new motor
cycle. Registration is free to winners of local
"leather" contests and $100 for those entrants
sponsored by a levi/Ieather/business or organi
zation.
This year, a weekend package is being offered
for $50. The package includes a reserved seat at
the contest and show; private bar parties at Chi
cago's leading leather establishments; an offi
cial
International
Mr. Leather
poster
and
T-shirt
designed
by
Entienne; discounts at
Chicago's leading leather shops; and more.
Both entry forms and weekend package reserva
tions
are
available
from
International
Mr.
Leather, Inc., 5025 N. Clark St., Chicago, IL
60640, or by calling (312) 878-6360. You are
encouraged to order early as the 1985 contest
was sold out.

CDC Urges AIDS Testing
for All Risk Groups
The Centers for Dis
ease Control has ad
vised
all
pebple
at
high risk for getting
AIDS to be tested for
the AIDS virus. Accord
ing
to
Dr.
Walter
Dowdle of the Centers,
"This can help prevent
the spread of the virus
and the disease."
Many private AIDS
organizations
as
well
as Gay rights groups
have urged against tak
ing the test voluntar
ily,
arguing
instead
that
risk
group
members should be prac
ticing "safe sex" any
way.
The Elisa test current
ly used for determining
HTLV-I11 exposure is

considered a very sen
sitive one, but results
in a number of false
positive results. Con
firmatory
tests
will

only confirm exposure,
not infection. In the
absence of symptoms,
further
diagnostic
tests
are
considered
useless.
"What this is going to
do," said Tommy Stew
art, President of the
Aid to End AIDS Com
mittee, "is create a
larger group of 'wor
ried
well.'"
Stewart
indicated that a number
of
people
who
voluntarily
take
the
test turn out positive
resulting in a large
number of people with
anxiety. A great many
people,
despite
pre-test
counseling,
mistakenly

believe

a

velop full-blown AIDS.
Among
the
other
recommendations,the
CDC:
— Endorsed state and
local health efforts to
regulate or close pla
ces where "anonymous
sexual contacts" or IV
drug abuse are likely
to occur.
— Urged doctors and
other health workers to
offer
the
HTLV-III
test to those at high
risk
— Recommended that
people who test posi
tive
for
the
virus,
urge their sex partner
or anyone with whom
they shared

needles to

also get blood tests.

positive
test
means
About 10-20 million
they have AIDS. Of people are considered
those
who are con at high risk for infec
in
the
United
firmed positive to the tion
test, between 6 percent States.
and 30 percent will de

Dispelling AFRAIDS Fear
I)r. Gary Swinger says
there is an epidemic of
AFRAIDS sweeping the
country. He describes
AFRAIDS as Acute Fear
Regarding AIDS. Swing
er is a CDC epidem
iologist
assigned
to
the Tennessee Depart
ment of Health and En
vironment
in
Nash
ville.
People, he says, are
naturally
afraid
of
AIDS; but their fears
are exaggerated. To sup
port his argument that
AIDS is not a threat
outside of the major
risk groups, he cites
the following:
1, The opportunistic

infections suffered by
AIDS patients are not
a threat to anyone with
an
immune
system
which is intact.
2. Of the 17,000+
cases hospitalized with
lengthy hospital stays,
there is no evidence of
spread of HTLV-III in
fection
or
AIDSrelated
diseases
to
medical personnel.
3. Of the 72,000+ med
ical personnel followed
after percutaneous ex
posures
to
AIDS
patients,
there
has
been no transmission.
4. Among families of
transfusion - infected
individuals, there has

been no evidence of
transmission,
except
sexually
(10-20%).
There has been NO evi
dence of spread via
tears, sweat, saliva,
urine, or feces.
5. Among hemophilia
families,
there
has
been no evidence of
spread except to sexual
partners.
6. The virus is NOT
environmentally stable.
7.
The
virus
is
RAPIDLY destroyed by
heat and all commonly
used disinfectants (10%
solution
of
bleach
water is sufficient).

Tennessee AIDS Organizations

Seen accepting their titles at the 1985 Inter
national Mr. Leather Contests are (1 to r): Joe
Ciarleglio
(2nd
place), Patrick
Toner
(1st
place),
and
Richard
Hennigh,
3rd
place.

Wesf Tennessee
Middle Tennessee
Aid to End AIDS
Nashville CARES
Committee
P.O. Box 25107
P.O. Box 40589
Nashville, TN 57202
Memphis, TN 58174-0589

East Tennessee
AIDS Response Knoxville
P.O Box 2545
Knoxville, TN 57901
(An ATEAC Affiliate)

Should You Take the Test?
Yes, If . . .
The Centers for Disease Control is
now suggesting that anyone at high risk
for
contracting
AIDS
take periodic
blood tests for exposure to the disease.
Should you take the test?
The answer
may well be "yes" with qualifications.
Of primary importance is your state
of mind. Ask yourself, "What will be
mv reaction if the test is positive?."
If you feel that a positive test will
result in continuing anxiety, we recom
mend that you do not take the test but
do take precautions. Assume you are
positive.
Can you be assured of confidentiality
of test results? Positive tests are al
ready being used in some states as the
basis of exclusion in health and life
insurance. Health Departments tradition
ally
are
extremely
confidential
in
obtaining and giving test results. If
you have your private physician do the
screening, the information will be made
available to potential insurance carri
ers. (You must sign a release of
health records to obtain insurance.)

Unlike

Health

Departments,

your

private

physicians often do not counsel their
patients as to the limitations and rami
fications of taking the test, further
increasing
the
patient's
anxiety
on
hearing of a positive result.
There are legitimate reasons for some
people to take the test. Considering the
risks, casual curiosity should not be
one of them. Whether or not you choose
to be tested is a personal matter.
ATEAC suggests that you become well in
formed about the potential risks before
you take the step.

Confidential AIDS Antibody
Testing Sites
The Tennessee Department of Health
and Environment offers free and confi
dential blood screening tests to indi
viduals at risk for AIDS. These tests,
however, are not tests for AIDS. They
only detect antibody to HTLV-III. A
positive result indicates possible ex
posure to the virus. For details about
the test, call the blood screening site
closest to you and ask to speak to the
HTLV-III counselor. The four
sites
are:
Knoxville
615-544-4162
Chattanooga
615-757-2078
Nashville
615-327-0030
Memphis
901-576-7713

ATEAC ANNUAL
REPORT
The Aid to End Aids Committee was formed
January 23, 1985 in a special meeting at the
Coach House Inn in Memphis in reponse to the
growing need to provide information about AIDS
to the community as well as direct support to
PWA's (People With AIDS).. The group was
incorporated
a not-for-profit corporation
under the laws of the State of Tennessee
March 1, 1985. Seven board members and four
officers
were
elected
to
govern
the
organization.
ATEAC applied for and won a $9,000 public
education grant offered by the U.S. Conference
of Mayors. It was one of 8 such awards granted
nationwide.
Public Education
Among the public education projects the
committee pursued were the following:
— Production of 10 television public service
announcements based on the theme that AIDS is
not transmitted through casual contact. These
PSA's were distributed statewide and to TV
stations and cable systems.
— Establishment of the AIDS Switchboard to
answer general' questions about AIDS and to
provide
counseling
to
HTLV-III
positive
persons. To date it has answered some 1500
calls.
— Establishment of AIDS Update newspaper as
an information source published on a quarterly
basis. Three issues so far have been published
for a total of 22,000 copies.
— Publishing of brochures highlighting risk
factors, general AIDS information, and general
information about ATEAC. A total of 15,000
brochures have been printed with reprints in the
works.
— Establishment of a speaker's bureau to
provide up-to-date information to various groups
requesting information. Over 100 groups have
been addressed including employees of all the
major
Memphis
hospitals,
colleges
and
universities, and a host of other organizations.
— Establishment of
the Media Relations
coordinator
to handle television and radio
appearances by members of ATEAC. More than
tL
Tand radl°u aPPearanees throughout
the state of Tennessee have been completed.
— Establishment of an AIDS Update television
program to provide video updates of informS
a resource for groups needing
irffnpmitir>S pr<^
information. Two such programs
have been
produced and made available.
'
~ Acquisition and presentation of Buddies a
ab
t
a
n
AIDS
vol
^fient t
°K "nteer and 'the
patient to whom he is assigned. The film was
fnnrtrn' ?ublicly ,in. Memphis and Nashville for
fundraising and training purposes.
PWA SERVICES
Establishment of a "buddies" program to
provide practical and emotional support for
PWA's including training of about 30 volunteers
to provide services.
Establishment of a professional advisory
board to aid in the work of the Committee and
to provide referrals.
Establishment of a volunteer committee to
coordinate activities of all volunteers.
Establishment of a loan fund to provide
emergency assistance to PWA's not covered
under other public assistance programs.
Establishment of an on-going support group
for AIDS and ARC patients with professional
support personnel.
In addition to these various projects, the
Committee has received $7106.64 from donations
by private individuals and groups.

2-AIDS Update

Because of patient confidentiality, patients or
their doctors must request services from ATEAC
before they are rendered. A total of 8 patients
have taken advantage of ATEAC's services in the
past year. Efforts are continuing to assure that
every AIDS patient in ATEAC's service area is
aware of the Committee's existence and ability
to provide services.

Financial
Statement
AID TO END AIDS COMMITTEE
STATEMENT OF REVENUES
AND EXPENSES
Donations (Individual and Group) $7106.64
U.S. Conference of Mayors Grant $4500.00
Interest
10.33
Rummage Sale
$1245.00
$12,861.97
EXPENSES
Check Charges
Printing
Legal Services
Postage
Training
Photocopying
Travel Milage
Condom Dispensers/Supplies
Conference Fees
TOTAL EXPENSES YTD

882.00

$2520.99

Net Excess of Revenues
Over Expenses
Bank Balances

45.43
426.50
108.00
108.00
200.00
250.00
335.06

$10,340.98

Savings
Checking

$
$

9450.54
890.44

$ 10,340.98
J. Easter
Treasurer,

AIDS

P 0 Box 40389. Memphis. Tennessee 381730389 Phone (9011 726-4299 <7:30-11:30 p m l
AIDS Update is published quarterly by the
Aid to End AIDS Committee and accepts no
"" advertising The publication is produced by
volunteers We welcome materials sub
mitted by readers but reserve the right to
edit or reject such materials. Single copies
may be obtained by sending a stamped selfaddressed envelope to the address above
We encourage those with large distribution
avenues to write us concerning multiple
orders
Some of the material contained herein is
reprinted from other publications by permis
sion Reprint rights are granted to other
publications on original material only pro
vided proper credit is given. AIDS Update is
distributed in Tennessee Arkansas and
Mississippi
Aid to End AIDS Committee
President
Tommy L Stewart
Vice President
Rick Bray

This publication was printed by the Aid to End AIDS
Committee with assistance from the U.S. Conference
of Mayors. Any opinions expressed herein do not
necessarily reflect the policies of the U.S. Conference
of Mayors.

Frost Reruns
will repeat its
tv-movie
An
Early
Frost on Monday, April
28 at
8 pm.
Aidan
Quinn stars as a young
lawyer who must not
only tell his family he
is homosexual, but that
he has AIDS.
The film remained in
production almost until
the time of its first
airing in order to in
clude the latest facts
about AIDS. In fact,
one
scene
in
which
Quinn's doctor explains
AIDS to him was reshot just days before
the film showed. Quinn
is expected to be nomi
nated for an Emmy for
his role.
NBC

Brochures Available from ATEAC
AIDS

Committee-br°ChUreS

&re

n°W

available

through the Aid to End

A R T AThJ£ ££».A^DS Committee: Services for Persons with AIDS,
ARC, Their families and Friends in Memphis.
RiskReduction:
Phv"sicinnl^ef!?peSn/0r
nID£
Written by Bay Area
S brochure offers frank guidelines
for r^uciiiLS««FV
tor^reducing one's risk through promotion of safe sex techniques.
Tennessee
Dent
Written and printed by the
mon\7 r»f
^ health and Environment, this brochure answers
many of the most asked questions about AIDS.
answers
When a Friend Has AIDS: Produced by the San Francisco AIDS
Foundation in cooperation with Chelsea Psychological Associates of
Ch rre provide Practical and compassionate advice
fo^ rJni^le'wh1Sfc
tor people who know of someone who has AIDS.
ATFA?°SLFuque"til)' Asked Questions About
AIDS: Developed by
ge"eral
current
pa%hle?

^Ur^f ^r JSLFJSJSZSP &

sta
^d^se
Box 40389, Memphis, TN 38174-0389.
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Infection With HTLV-III
- The First Few Weeks
_
.
the
exposure,
by Harvey Thompson, sumed
antibody
test
turned
M.D,
antibody
with
rising
The AIDS epidemic positive
repeated
continues
to
unfold titers
...
—1,__ it
.•*
backward.
Initially testing. This makes
most all the attention very likely the asso_ ciated illnesses _ were
had been o
given to the
0
"fullblown"
syndrome
of
the
luiiuiumi
oyuui uiiie manifestations
luaiuivnwuviu
v.
„
ATT^o
and only more recently
AIDS
virus. 4-kA.i
Other causthe
ARC or
AIDS- es were eliminated by
laboratory
fco+inrr*
testing:
related condition.
syphilis,
For the first time, i.e.
mono
arthropod
an article has been pub- measles,
lished which describes bites, etc.
The
time from pre
the first few weeks of
"
infection with AIDS vi sumed exposure to the
AIDS
virus
to
the
rus.
of
the
acute
The December, 1985 onset
was
illness
Annals
of
Internal
febrile
to six
weeks.
Medicine carried
an three
(This
not to
be conv iins is nut
tu uc
wir
article entitled "Primary Human T-lympho- fused with the incubattropic Vii*nc
Tvno
T
T
I
+5/\r»
hahia
/I
Virus Type III tion period for full—
fullInfection".
It
de- blown AIDS which may
scribes three patients be several years),
who had fairly wellAll three patients dedocumented
contacts veloped fevers, up to
(two homosexuals, one £03 in two of them.
They
had joint and mus
IV drug abuser)' fol
lowed by a flu-like ill— cle aches which continness
that
probably ued for two to three
represented
initial weeks,
represented
weexs, and
ana one patient
manifestations of the described it as severe
pain in his knee and
ankle.
Severe
CAUTION
aches, diarrhea, stiff
A word of warning neck, and photophobia
(visual annoyance under
however: There
Tights)
were
ly three patients des- bright
symptoms
described, hardly a large also
series.' Complete natu- cribed.
ral
history
of
the
Most
importantly,
virus remains unknown their illnesses were asand must await further sociated
with rashes in
_
epidemiology with lar- two of the three pager groups.
tients. The rash is deAlso, a strong empha- scribed as
"macularsis
is has to be made a- papular
ana
and
iruncai
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gainst interpreting eve- which would probably be
ry flu-like illness as faintly reddened blotnecessarily
meaning ches over the chest and
AIDS-virus. The signs back. Evidently it did
j
J
.• 1 ^ not itch,
UAK
oHhniicfh nnp
and symptoms
described
although
one
were not unique and patient developed^ hives
other viruses could pro or "urticaria"" as part
of
his
skin
manifestsduce a similar picture,
There were, however a tions.
few distinguishing fea
tures
which
will be
One patient developed
mentioned.
lymphbadenopathy while
Gay men should bec in the acute part of
ome
familiar
with the
^ illness. All three
e s s . n x ^ afthese and alert their m e m n'"^covered
physicians
regarding flhoIlt
two to thre,
your
_ His afhes
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that
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with
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testing
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AND
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ThI three individuals positivity
and
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Sle, Ta'wng

infected with the AIDS
virus, are now at risk
for the full-blown syndrome months or years
iater.
CONCLUSION
Again, these three
cases
v-aoto do not a series
"
1._
n.,4.
make. But
it is a beginning
description
n.n be
ha imnpnvoH
that °can
improved
upon as further AIDS
virus acquisitions are
noted.
The only other
reported
documented
"primary"
or
first
j
•" AIDS
manifestation
viral infection is the
well-known case of the
British
nurse
who
developed
a
flu-like
ueveiopea
iiu-nxe
111
~
i~
~?
illness
a
couple
of
•weeks
wcc^b after
tmei she
sue acciawidently suffered a micro-

injection
of
contami
nated blood.
It should be noted,
though, that there are
also documented exam
ples of seroconversion
from HTLV-III virus
antibody
negative
to
antibody-positive
that
have occurred without
any other signs or symptoms whatsoever. Just
how often there is an
associated flu-like illness at the onset of
virus
infection
;AIDS
,
...
lc
linLrnnu/n find
is
unknown
and Will
will
have to await iurther
observation.
clinical observation,
But thinking back on
Gay patients seen over
the past few years,
there were in retrospect unexplained truncal rashes
that resolved without treatment
but
associated
with flu-like symptoms
that could ..u.v
have repreoontoH
cimi
mi1
a r nrimarv
sented si
la
ry
HTLV-III
infections
such
as
described

AFL-CIO Favors
Protections

Dr. Harvey Thompson
above. The rash, high
temperature,
joint
aches, enlarging lymph
nodes, and stiff neck
may
be
important
clues.
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Don't Panic on HTLV-III
False Positive

The FDA reports that
people who have re
ceived gamma globulin
shots
for
temporary
immunity
from
such
diseases as hepatitis,
chicken pox, and meas
les could test positive
for
the
AIDS virus
even if they have never
been infected.
The FDA indicated
that
AIDS antibodies
could be found in most
of the nation's supply
of
gamma
globulin.
The virus itself has
not been found in those
supplies ? however; and
no one is in danger of
contracting AIDS from
that source.
Dr. Donald Steele, a
California
doctor,
feels that peopje who
test
positively
could
mistakenly think
they
have been exposed to
the
disease.
"This
could cause a lot of
mental distress," said
Dr. Steele, in a letter
to the Journal of the
American Medical As
sociation.
Gamma
globulin
is
made from blood col
lected from thousands
of

donors and

is

rou

tinely given to milli
ons of people each year
as temporary protection
against many infectious
diseases. If just one
donor has AIDS anti
bodies, the entire pool
would
test
positive
according to Steele.
The process by which
gamma
globulin
is
made kills any virus
present.
Dr. Thomas
Zuck
of
the
FDA's
Blood and Blood Pro

ducts
Division
confirmed the possibility
of false positive tests
being caused by gamma
globulin but says the
government didn't re-

lease the information
because "We thought it
would do more harm
than good since we saw
no risk to the public
health whatsoever."

There are more risks than health ones to an
HTLV-III positive test. Reports that a
prior treatment of gamma globulin can re
sult in a positive HTLV-III test are caus
ing concern over how the test is being used.
When the Elisa HTLV-III test was intro
duced, it carried a warning label which
indicated that it was inappropriate to use
the test for screening of populations at
risk. In other words, test the blood, not
the people. The test is not diagnostic and a
positive test does not reveal whether an
active virus is present. It does not tell
whether one has AIDS, is infectious, or
will develop it. And yet, pressure is being
made to use the test in screening insurance
applicants and certain job applicants. The
military is now applying the test to en
listed personnel
to
determine exposure.
Despite assurances to the contrary, people
are being denied insurance and jobs as a
result of a positive test.
The standard confirmatory test is the
Western Blot test. This test, if positive,
merely confirms that a person has the AIDS
antibody. If, as we now suspect, the anti
body can be transferred without exposure to
the disease, the potential for abuse and dis
crimination exists in even greater numbers
than before.
Reports from various health departments
around the country as well as the experience
of the AIDS Switchboard indicate that a
great number of people who test positively
are under the mistaken impression that they
have AIDS. Therefore, it is important to
reiterate that a positive test does not mean
a person has AIDS, it does not mean a per
son will get AIDS, and it does not mean a
person can transmit AIDS. However, all
persons in risk groups should behave as if
they are infected and practice safe sex tech
niques to reduce the chance of transmission
should they actually be infected.

YOU CANNOT get AIDS from:
A bar glass

a plate, spoon or fork

A toilet seat

A hand
a hug
.. .or sharing living space.

AIDS isn't easy to get
Detergent and hot water will destroy
The AIDS virus.
4-AIDS Update

AIDS in the Workplace
Kit Produced

Memphis - A set of
recommendations
for
public safety, emergen
cy,and health care per
sonnel in regards to
AIDS has been devel
oped by the University
of
Tennessee.
The
recommendations,
pre
pared by Dr. A Kellerman, Acting Chief of
the Division of Emer
gency Medicine at UT/
Memphis,
were
writ
ten for the Memphis
Fire Department.
The recommendations
include
a
description
of AIDS, its modes of
transmission,
and
an
assessment that "risk
of transmission of the
AIDS virus to public
safety and health work
ers is extremely low

even for those exposed
to blood or secretions
from infected patients
[emphasis
theirs]."
The
recommendations
provide
procedural
guidelines
for
those
who may come into con
tact
with
AIDS pa
tients in an emergency
situation.
The
document
is
modelled closely after
a similar package pre
pared by the Seattle/
King
County
Depart
ment of Public Health.
It is used primarily
for in-service instruc
tion. For copies and
further
information,
contact
Shelia
Gaia,
RN, at the Memphis
and
Shelby
County
Health Department.

ATEAC/Red Cross
Brochure for
Teens Planned
The AID to End AIDS
Committee and the Red
Cross are teaming up
to produce an education
al brochure
designed
for
educational
out
reach to teenagers 1319.
The brochure, being
developed jointly, will
be funded by ATEAC and
distributed
both
by
ATEAC and the Red
Cross. Red Cross nur
ses are currently con
ducting classes in Mem
phis junior and senior
high schools on various
health subjects. Accord
ing to Donna McMullen
of the Red Cross, a
serious lack of infor
mation
exists
about
AIDS,
its
transmis
sion, and how to deal
with someone who may
have AIDS.
Over 300 high school
ers were asked to write
a paragraph answering
the questions "What is
AIDS and what is it
about AIDS that most
frightens
you?"
The
responses range from
the accurate to the bi
zarre. A great number
of students believe you
can catch AIDS simply
by being around someone
who has the disease
McMullen noted
that
there seems to be a lot
of fear and suspicion
in the answers. "The
idea
that
you
don't
know who has it appears
over and over in their
answers,"
she
said.

Most believe you can
get it
from kissing,
hugging, drinking from
water
fountains,
and
other
casual contact.
Most do, however, know
that it is also a sex
ually transmitted dis
ease and can be re
ceived
through
blood
transfusions.
The brochure
will
attempt to deal with
AIDS in several ways.
First, it will provide
basic information about
the disease and how it
is spread. Secondly, it
will try to dispel the
notion that it can be
caught simply by being
around someone who has
AIDS.
"We found that a lot
of kids use words they
really don't know the
meanings
of,"
said
Allen Cook, ATEAC Sec
retary and member of
the group working on
the
brochure. "We're
going
to
include
a
glossary of terms."
The brochure will in
clude
a
"prevention
message" according to
Cook, but will not be
explicit
in
its
de
scription of high risk
sex practices.
The brochure will be
available
in
midApril. Copies will be
available through the
Memphis
Chapter
of
the
American
Red
Cross or through ATEAC
and its affiliates.

Gallo Speaks in Memphis
Dr. Robert C. Gallo, omas, kaposi's sarco
credited with the dis ma, interstitial pneu
covery of the HTLV-III monia,
tuberculosis,
virus spoke to an over leukemia, and various
flow crowd at UT's other
lymphomas
are
Schreier
Auditorium associated with the dis
February 27.
ease in the absence of
Asked by reporters frank (complete) AIDS.
when a vaccine would be
In speaking of HTLVavailable,
he
said, III transmission, Dr.
"There's a possibility Gallo
indicated
that
of never, but I don't research shows that it
believe
that."
Gallo takes approximately 900
indicated that he is infected T-4 cells to
involved in a multi- infect a person and
front attack to develop that these concentra
a vaccine for AIDS.
tions were only present
Dr. Gallo is chief of in blood and semen. He
laboratory tumor cell said that the amount of
biology
for
the Na blood potentially trans
tional Cancer Institute ferred
through
an
and
was brought
to insect bite would rule
Memphis by the Mem out that mode of trans
phis Chapter of the mission. In addition,
American Cancer Soci he said the amount or
ety.
T-4 cells present in
In his presentation, saliva would be too low
Dr. Gallo spoke of the to transmit the virus.
need for a new defini
Gallo pointed out that
tion of HTLV-III infec while AIDS cases in
tion
beyond
the England and Europe are
definition
of
AIDS. progressing at the same
"AIDS," he said, "is rate as in the U.S.,
just one of many dis the demographics show
orders caused by or the proportions of risk
associated
with
the groups
are reversed:
virus." He said that About 7596 of European
such things as lympha- cases are in IV drug
denopathy
syndrome, users while only about
neurological disorders, 20% are in male homo
birth defects, carcin sexuals.

Tennessee AIDS
Statistics
Figures released by
the Centers of Disease
Control indicate that
AIDS cases in Tennes
see
doubled
between
1984 and 1985. There
were 42 new cases in
1985.
Nationally 73% of all
cases continue to be in
homosexual
and
bi
sexual men with an
other 17% in IV drug
users. 11% of homo
sexual men have also
reported IV drug use.
There are indications
that the doubling time
of AIDS cases is slow
ing. In early
1983,
cases
were
doubling
every 6 months. Today
the rate is about once
every 11 months.

Harvard University —
Genetic
researchers
may be one step closer
to finding a drug speci
fically
designed
to
attack HTLV-III, the
virus
which
causes
AIDS.
Dr. William A. Haseltine and his associates
have
been
tinkering
with HTLV-III since it
was isolated. He and
his
associates
have
found a peculiarity in
the
genetic structure
of the virus which may
be vulnerable.
According to Kaseltine, when HTLV-III in
vades a cell, a gene
called the transactivator
(tat)
gene
stimulates the cells to
manufacture a protein
(transactivator)
which
stimulates the cells to
manufacture the various
components of HTLVIII including more tat.
This "feedback loop" is
responsible
for
the
rapid growth of the

AIDS virus, according
to Haseltine.
The next step was to
identify the tat gene's
place
in
the
cell's
assembly line. The pro
cess begins with the
genetic
material DNA
in the cell's nucleus.
DNA directs the pro
duction
of
RNA,
a
similar
substance
which
acts
as
a
"blueprint"
for
the
production of proteins.
In
most
cases,
the
amount of protein manu
factured is in direct
proportion
to
the
amount of
DNA pro
duced. In cells infec
ted
with
the
AIDS
virus,
Haseltine
and
his
associates
found
the tat gene produced
500-1000 times as much
protein
as
normal
cells. Yet,there
was
little,
if
any,
in
crease in the amount of
RNA. Their conclusion,
reported in the British
journal Nature, is that

the crucial stage in
the manufacture of new
AIDS-virus components
comes
during
the
"translation" of
RNA
into protein, not dur
ing the earlier step in
which DNA makes RNA.
The discovery holds
the promise of drugs
that would prevent the
further production of
the virus in the cells
by blocking the step
from RNA to protein
manufacture.
Certain
antibiotics
work
this
way in fighting bacter
ial infections, and the
possibility exists that
one of these might be
modified
to
do
the
same
things
against
HTLV-III.
Haseltine
cautions
that
any
such anti
biotic
would probably
be used in combination
with other drugs cur
rently
being
tested.
"What this does," he
said, "is narrow the
search."
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Cases by Age
Under 13
1%
13-19
0%
20-29
21%
30-39
47%
40-49
21%
Over 49
9%
Cases by Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Other/Unknown

TAT Gene May be
Clue to Vaccine

60%
25%
14%
2%

Tennessee Cases
By Region

—Uk—

you think condoms are expen-M
III If
sive and inconvenient, think how |r
expensive and inconvenient a
funeral can be.
People who use condoms are 12 times less likely to
contract any sexually transmitted disease. Specific
tests have been conducted which show AIDS cannot
penetrate either natural or rubber condoms.

West Tennessee
37%
Nashville/Mid-Tenn 34%
Knoxville/E. Tenn 28%
[Sources: Centers for
Disease Control, Ten
nessee Dept. of Health
and Environment as of
January 20, 1986.]

PLAYING SAFE WONT
GIVE YOU AIDS

ATEAC CARES
AIDS Update-5

Police See AIDS as Union Issue

Better Testing for AIDS

since
it
A faster, more accur dangerous
Memphis — The sub changed because of new can be shown "without a
would involve culturing
ject of AIDS has en information about how doubt" that the ex{x>- ate test for HTLV-III
the virus. Contamina
tered
into
contract AIDS is transmitted.
sure to AIDS was job is under development by
ted blood is discarded
talks between the city
H.L. Ragsdale, super related, the cost of Abbott Laboratories and
and its police union.
visor of the city's on- the test and/or subse may soon be licensed by and its donor is usu
Food
and Drug ally
referred
to
a
Ray Maples, president the-job injury office, quent
treatment
will the
health
department or
of the Memphis Police said each possible case be covered, Ragsdale Administration.
The test has been de advised to see a phys
Association, plans
to of exposure to AIDS said.
veloped
as
a
replace
ician.
include the deadly vi will be handled indi
So far, no one has
The test developer,
rus in a section of the vidually. "The bottom been refused payment ment for the second lab
Laboratories,
contract
that
deals line," he said, "is 'Is for having the test per oratory analysis that Abbott
determines whether a
says the technique can
with other communica it job-related?"' If it
formed.
pint of blood contains detect the presence of
ble diseases. The un
antibodies
to
HTLV- antibodies in less than
ion's contract requires
III.
Every
pint
of a day. Current tests
the city to pay for
blood in the U.S. is take at least two days.
treatment of those dis
now tested for the pres Abbott says the test is
eases if
an officer
In a related development, the Memphis
ence
of
antibodies more reliable because
contracts them on the
Police Department is
having plastic
which may indicate con it has pinpointed ap
job.
, shields installed to protect officers
tamination by
HTLV- proximately 10% more
Police Director John
from prisoners who have have "AIDS or
III. A test for pres infections
than
the
Holt has issued an in
other communicable diseases."
ence
of
the
actual test now used.
formation bulletin indi
The
Lucite
shields
which
were
donated
virus
is
too
costly
and
cating the the depart
by
the
Du
Pont
Co.
are
going
into
200
ment
will no longer
squad cars to separate officers from pri
pay for the HTLV-III
soners.
test
for
employees,
Police spokesperson Ness Smith said
even if the employee
—patient and empathethe shields will prevent prisoners who
A Buddy is:
has been exposed to
may have AIDS or other "communicable
—realistic about ex tic .
AIDS
on
the
job.
— a good listener who
diseases"
from
spreading
those
diseases
pectations
,
sets
limits
Holt's memo indicated
listens hears and re
to officers.
and is consistent.
that the policy
was
sponds.
— a friend who is al
ways available.
Minority Pamphlet
blood cells to attack
—alert to changes in
To Be Reprinted
an infection as soon as the medical and psycho
it is spotted.
logical
condition
of
The New England Jour mother.
the PWA.
Memphis — Response
a
person
who
nal of Medicine has reto the minority AIDS Reagan Requests
No transmission of
ported
new
evidence the virus occurred de pamphlet has been so Major AIDS Study
maintains
confidential
that
AIDS
is
NOT spite
ity.
sharing
all
great
that
a. second
spread by casual con household items includ
printing
is
needed.
tact.
After requesting sharp A Buddy is NOT:
ing
towels,
eating Nashville
CARES,
The study found that utensils, glasses, ana
— a sexual partner.
Music City's AIDS or cuts in money for AIDS
only 1 out of 101 fami toilet facilities.
— a doctor, nurse, or
ganization, has agreed research for next year,
ly members or house
Researchers from the to
fund
the
second President Reagan has medical treatment pro
mates (who were not Montefiore
Medical printing at a cost of said he is requesting vider.
sexual partners) of 39 Center (New York) and about $125. The bro the Surgeon General to
— a thearapist.
people with AIDS had the Centers for Dis chure, prepared be the prepare a major report
— a provider of fi
evidence
of
infection ease Control (Atlanta)
Memphis
chapter
of on the disease. In a nancial assistance.
with the AIDS virus. said
"Families
of Black and White Men speech to employees of
— the sole caretaker
The only exception was patients appear to be Together, speaks to the the Dept. of Health of the PWA.
Human
Services,
a 5-year-old who prob at little or no risk of
AIDS issue from a mi and
—judgemental.
ably contracted the dis (AIDS)
Reagan said that "one
virus
infec nority point of view.
ease at birth from her tion."
BWMT's Health Com of our highest public
Aid to End
health
priorities
is
mittee is also working
on preparing "safe sex going to be finding a
AIDS Committee
kits" and hopes to have cure for AIDS... and
them
available
soon. we are going to focus P.O. Box 40389
Memphis, TN 38174-0389
Plans are to distribute also on prevention."
the kits free.
The
Memphis-based an ad in the program.
Aid to End AIDS Com
Circuit's
Executive
mittee
(ATEAC)
has Director,
Jackie
Immune System
reached tentative agree Nichols, had already
ment to co-produce a been considering adding Chemical Found
local production of the the play to Circuit's
Boston — The discov
Broadway play As Is. fall season when he was ery of a key chemical
The play is projected approached by ATEAC messenger that triggers
The Tennessee House of Representa
with
the
proposal.
as part of Circuit Play
tives has passed two bills designed to
the body to rally aAs Is has run for over
house's fall season.
take precautions against AIDS.
gainst
infection
may
ATEAC has tentatively a year on Broadway and provide doctors with an
Rep. Robert
Stallings
(D-Bolivar)
agreed
to
provide has just recently been important
sponsored' a bill requiring all blood for
weapon
aapproximately $1500 to made available to re gainst AIDS, cancer,
transfusions to be tested for AIDS.
theatres.
It
Circuit
Playhouse
to gional
This is currently standard operating pro
rheumatoid
arthriti,
cover the projected roy deals with AIDS in a and other diseases, ac
cedure.
alty charges for the compassionate a forth cording to the Associ
The second bill, sponsored by Rep. Tim
4-5
week
run.
In right way.
Garrett (D-Nashville),
would require
ated Press.
ATEAC is preparing an
return, the committee
that doctors inform undertakers if they
The discovery is a pro
AIDS
awareness
week
will receive the open
knew or suspected that the deceased had
tein
they
call
Interwill
coincide
ing night house to use which
a contagious disease such as AIDS.
leukin 4 A (IL-4A). It
as a fundraiser, co- with the opening of the
Garret is a mortician.
acts
as
an internal
producer credits, and play.
alarm that calls nearby

Squad Cars Get Shields

Tips for Buddies

More Evidence Against
Casual Contact

k

ATEAC To Use Play as
Fundraiser

House Passes AIDS Measure
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Feds May OK HTLV-III
As Diagnostic Screen
The federal govern
ment may soon allow
more widepsread use of
the
AIDS
antibody
test. According to the
Bay Area Reporter, the
Food and Drug Admini
stration
(FDA)
may
soon revise its rules
concerning the use of
the HTLV-III Elisa an
tibody
test.
Current
warnings on the test
only allow its use in
blood screening. A new
rule would allow insur
ance companies, employ
ers, schools, and oth
ers to screen individ
uals for AIDS.
FDA Chief Counsel
Thomas Scarlett said
Feb. 14, the approval
for wide-scale use is
expected "in the near
future."
Brian Jones, writing
in
BAR reports
the
change was proposed qui
etly
and
does
not

AIDS Teleconference
Reaches Thousands
AIDS:
A
Modern
"Plague"?, a nine-hour,
live teleconference ex
ploring
the
medical,
legal insurance, employ
ment, and public policy
issues surrounding AIDS
was telecast on Mem
phis Cablevision's pub
lic access channel on
April 3. Produced by
Health Data Develop
ment,
Inc
of
Los
Angeles, the telecon
ference was designed to
explore the issues on a
professional level.
The telecast was made
possible locally by the
Aid to End AIDS Com
mittee
with
funding
from the U.S. Confer
ence of Mayors. Most
teleconferences of this
nature
are
telecast
closed-circuit to hospi
tals or other meeting
sites
which
provide
space
for
viewing.
Cablevision
was
the
only cable system in
the country to make the
teleconference
avail
able to all of its sub
scribers. The Hospital
Satellite Network pro
vided
uplink
facili
ties.

m

require
congressional
approval. The rule in
volves the label which
is packed with each
test kit. Label warn
ings
list
appropriate
uses of the test and
prohibit the test as a
diagnostic
tool
for
AIDS.
In
a
letter
to
California
Assembly
man Art Agnos, Scar
lett
indicated
that
plans are to re-work
the test's labeling to
"reflect the manner in
which it may appropri
ately be used for broad
ened applications based
on data obtained since
initial
licensure
of
the tests."
When the test was
first
released
last
year,
the
diagnostic
accuracy of the test
was in doubt. Designed
to
detect
antibodies
present
in
donated

blood, the meaning of a
positive
test
result
from a living person
was unclear.
Apparently experience
with the antibody test
has convinced federal
authories that the an
tibody test is a diag
nostic tool, when com
bined with other exami
nations. They also be
lieve that those test
ing
positive
to
the
test are capable of in
fecting others with the
virus,
even
if
the
person tested remains
healthy appearing.
Scarlett said "The sci
ence surrounding AIDS
has been changing quite
rapidly. Fixed and rig
id
regulation in the
face of rapidly chang
ing
scientific
know
ledge presents substan
tial problems for the
FDA.

AIDS

Hopper Appointed Chief
ATEAC Fundraiser
Mary Ann Hopper, a
relatively new ATEAC
member, has been ap
pointed chairperson of
ATEAC's
fundraising
committee.
Mrs. Hop
per and her husband By
ron
are
part
of
ATEAC's Buddies pro
gram offering services
to PWA's.
Mrs. Hopper's previ
ous experience includes
work in fundraising for
the University of South
ern California at Los
Angeles.
Her preliminary plans
are to identify poten

tial corporate sponsors
who
may
donate
to
ATEAC. "Sooner or lat
er," she said, "every
large employer in the
area will be affected
by
AIDS. It is to
their advantage to sup
port
an
organization
designed to speak to
the issue."
Direct
mail
cam
paigns to the corporate
community as well as
to
individuals
are
planned along with spec
ial benefits and other
events.

Nashville CARES Slates
Fundraisers/Training
Nashville CARES will provide training for
potential volunteers April 12-13 at the MCC
in Nashville. Training will be from 9am-6pm
on Saturday and 12:3-5pm Sunday. Attendees are
requested to contact Janet Pierce, Nashville
CARES Executive Director at 615-321- 0118 for
reservations. A reception honoring new volun
teers is planned at a local nightspot on Satur
day. A volunteer support group meeting is
scheduled at the MCC for 7pm on April 30.
Fundraising efforts in Nashville include:
April 10 - Benefit performance at the Jungle
(300 8th Ave., SJ 8pm.
April 27 - Benefit show at Victor/

Victoria's
Noon - til.
May 8 - Dance Contest at Cabaret, 1711 Hayes
St., 8 PM.

AIDS Switchboard

West Tennessee

(7:30 - 11:30 pm Nightly)

Aid to End AIDS
Committee

(901) 726-4299

P.O. Box 40389
Memphis, TN 38174-0389

Information- Referrals
Counseling
The AIDS Switchboard counselors hove
the latest information about AIDS and
AIDS related complex. If you need in
formation or hove concerns about
AIDS, talk to the people who know.
They're only a phone call away. (In
Middle and East Tennessee, call (615)
521-6546.)

Middle Tennessee

Nashville CARES
P.O. Box 25107
Nashville, TN 37202
East Tennessee

AIDS Response Knoxville
P.O. Box 2343
Knoxville, TN 37901
(An ATEAC Affiliate)

Acstm-r

Gay Life Suspends
Publication

AIDS:
What You Should Know
What is AIDS?
Acquired Immune DeficiencySyndrome, more commonly
known as AIDS,is a seriouscondition that causes theim
mune system tobreak down, therebydestroying the body's
ability to fight infection. People who suffer from AIDS
become susceptible toa variety of illnesses, rangingfrom
mild infections to life threatening conditions.

How is AIDS spread?
AIDS is transmitted through sexual contact or through a
contaminated hypodermic needle. In a few cases, it has
been transmitted through blood orblood products. But no
instances have beenfound where AIDS hasbeen transmit
ted by casual contact with either AIDS patients or those
in high risk groups.

Who is most likely to get AIDS?
To date, the majority of AIDS cases have primarily
occurred among homosexualand bisexual men and intra
venous drug abusers.Some cases havealso been reported
in hemophiliacs and heterosexualswho have beensexual
partners of AIDS patients or other persons in high risk
groups.

Can I get AIDS by giving blood?
There's no chanceof getting AIDS by givingblood. Blood
banks and othercollection centers onlyuse sterile equip
ment and disposable needles.

What if I need blood? Can I get AIDS
through a transfusion?
Researchers have identified the probable cause of AIDS
— a virus calledthe human T-lymphotropicvirus type III
(HTLV-II1) that isclosely related toa known cancer-caus
ing agent inhumans. A screeningtest has beendeveloped
to detect antibodies to the HTLV-III virus in the blood.
This test is currently used in private and public blood
collection laboratories across the state.
The primary purpose of the test is to screen blood and
plasma so that unitswhich may contain HTLV-III willbe
eliminated from the bloodsupply. Because of thisscreen
ing process, the chances are less than 1 in 15 million of
getting AIDS from a blood transfusion.

Can I get AIDS from kissing someonewho
might have the virus?

If I am exposed to the virus will I get
infected or develop AIDS?
Not necessarily. As with most viruses, a person can be
exposed to itand not get infected.And, it may takea person
who is infected anywhere from two months to six years
to develop any symptoms. Researchers following people
who have been infectedwith the AIDSvirus, have found
that:
1. The person may remain asymptomatic orfree of any
clinical illness;
2. The person may develop mild to moderate clinical
illnesses indicting some damage to the immune
3. A small percentage (1-5%)may have severedamage
to the immune system and develop AIDS.
Not everyone whois exposed actuallydevelops AIDS. But,
anyone who carries the virus may potentially transmit it
to others.

Why be concerned about AIDS?
AIDS usually occurs in previously healthy people in the
prime of their life. It has a very high fatality rate; almost
all persons die with thesevere form of thedisease within
two years fromthe time of diagnosis,although a few per
sons have survived for three or more years.
Very large direct health carecosts are required forthe treat
ment of AIDS. The average AIDS patient spends two
months or morein the hospitalat a total costof more than
$100,000. Theother costs of AIDS— economic, psycholog
ical and personal — are inestimable.

What are the symptoms?
Early symptoms may includeone or moreof the following
persistent problems:
• unexplained tiredness, combined with headache,
dizziness or lightheadedness;
• persistent fever or night sweats;
• unexplained weight loss of more than 10% of body
weight;
• swollen glands in the neck, armpits or groin;
• heavy, dry cough that is not from smoking and has
lasted too longto be acold or flucombined with short
ness of breath;
• purple or discolored growths on the skin; and/or

There is no evidence that AIDS is spread through casual
contact with an AIDS patient.Many people whoare house
hold contacts, friends, relatives, co-workers and health
care providers have had long exposures to people with
AIDS and none havecontracted the disease.You can't get
AIDS from:
• toilet seats, bathtubs or showers;
• handshakes or other nonsexual physical contact;
• dishes, utensils or food handled by a person with
AIDS;
• doorknobs, linens, clothing or other articles touched
by a person with AIDS;
• sneezing, coughing or spitting; or
• being near someone who has AIDS.
In fact, the AIDS virus diesquickly outside thebody and
is easily killed by soap and common cleansers and
disinfectants.

• unexplained bleeding from any body openingor from
growths on the skin or mucous membranes.
Remember, other illnesses can have the same symptoms.
However, if such symptoms persist, consult your physi-

The Tennessee Department of Health and Environment
offers free and confidential blood screening tests to indi
viduals at risk forAIDS. These tests,however, are nottests
for AIDS. They onlydetect antibody toHTLV-III. A posi
tive result indicates possible exposure to the virus. For
details about thetest, call theblood screening siteclosest
to you and ask to speak to the HTLV-III counselor. The
four sites are:
Knoxville -615/544-4162
Chattanooga — 615/757-2078
Nashville -615/327-0030
Memphis -901/576-7713

Chicago — Yourstyle
Publishers, Inc. parent
company and publishers
of Gaylife newspaper in
Chicago has announced
immediate
suspension
of publication. The de
cision
was
made to
stop printing because
of what publisher Char
les Renslow cited as an.
"untenable
financial
situtation."
Renslow
said the next few weeks
would be spent review
ing a variety of op
tions before deciding
whether to resume pub
lication of the news
paper.
Gaylife was the lar
gest Gay publication in
the mid-west.

ADVOCATE
Book Center
3460 Airways

TOP TEN
GAY VIDEO
RENTALS

Falwell Changing Phone
Numbers - Still Listed
Lynchburg, VA — Thou
sands of calls from
Gays trying to tie up
Jerry Falwell's phone
lines apparently caused
his
organization
to
change
its
toll-free
listing. Each call to
the group costs an aver
age of $1, even if the
caller hangs up as soon
as the Falwell organ
ization answers. Fal
well's TV show, The
Old Time Gospel Hour,
uses the toll-free num
ber
for
soliciting
money for programing.
Falwell repeatedly at
tacks Gays on his pro
grams. One Gay man
reportedly cost the or
ganization $250,000 by
programming his compu
ter to dial the Old
Time
Gospel
Hour
every 30 seconds for
months.
For those who'd like
to call, the new num
ber is 1-800-628-2000.

Mike Davis, Porn Star.
Dies of AIDS
Mike
Davis,
best
known as a model at
Colt Studios, died Jan.
21
of
complications
arising
from
AIDS.
Few people knew that
Davis was also a tal
ented set designer who
recently won several
awards in Las Vegas for
such
shows as The
Follies
Bergere and
Fire and Ice. For the
past four years, he was
art
director
at
A1
Parker's Surge Studio.

$3 Sunday-Thursday
$5 Friday-Saturday
OPEN 24 HOURS

(Closed 7 am-Noon Sundays)

-Complete Security At All Times-

SAME Not Same
Atlanta — The South
eastern Arts, Media,
and Education Project,
Inc. (SAME) is a re
cently
formed
non
profit group seeking to

encourage positive ima
ges of the Gay commun
ity through the arts
and media. SAME is
now accepting submis
sions for Amethyst, a
literary
and
visual
arts review for Gays.
Amethyst
will publish
short stories, poetry,
criticism,
non-fiction
essays, and black and
white visual art.
Submission should be
typed,
double-spaced,
with essays and short
stories not to exceed
10,000 words and poetry
not
to
exceed
250
lines.
Works by Gay authors
and which reflect Gay
issues
or
situations
are
encouraged,
but
works by Gay authors on
non-Gay themes or by
non-Gay
authors
on
themes of interest to
the
Gay
community
will be considered.

Amethyst's co-edi
tors , Rebecca Ranson
and A1 Cotton, feel
that it is important to
give artists a place to
publish
high
quality
works
that
openly
present a Gay sensibil
ity or aesthetic. "It
is
important,"
says
Cotton,
"that
Gay
women and men have pub
lications that allow us
to express ourselves
openly and in a context
that says it is all
right to be Gay and
that proudly displays
who we are and how that
relects on what we do."
Amethyst will appear
twice in 1986, three
times in 1987, and quar
terly thereafter. The
publication
will
be
free during its first
year and will be avail
able at Gay bookstores
across the US, alter
native
bookstores
in
the
Southeast,and
sympathetic bookstores
in the metro Atlanta

area. It will be pub
lished in a tab format
on high quality news
print. The large for
mat along with the use
of
spot
color
will
allow
for
both
an
attractive and flexible
layout.
All Gay artists and
sympathetic non-Gay ar
tists are encouraged to
submit their works or
volunteer their servi
ces and time. It is the
goal to be reflective
of the diversity in our
community and, at the
same time, represen
tative of the unity in
that community.
For more information
write SAME, 360 For
tune Street, Atlanta,
GA 30312.
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Health/AIDS
Exposed to Hepatitis What To Do Quickly

the recently acquired
live virus. Thirdly, to
formulate a useful postexposure plan, one must
remember that up to
about 80% of some homosexually active communities have already had
hepatitis B. Most of
these have become im
mune and demonstrate
protective
antibodies.
But up to 10% of that
in fact, carand never develantibodies.
There are three possl_
for
orophyl^ following hepati_
R exposure.
p
1}
If it does not detreatment plan,
lfl
a
y
sc een the exposed Gay
waie ior
^ic-caiouhb
male
for
pre-existing
protective hepatitis B
antibodies.
If
his

..u f ,, ,
bv Harvev Thompson MD his infectivity rapidly al contact with fellow
by Harvey Thompson,iviu d.m.n.shes ^ the time employees who have^ deHepatitis is simply a he becomes" ill with veloped hepatitis ^ do
word indicating in flam- the onset of jaundice NOT need the gamma
wora inaicaxing lnnam
]
globulin treatment. If
liver0" (hem)
Alcohol
Treatment For
it is a food handler
uver tnepau. Aicono
Hepatitis A
who has the hepatitis A
aloneCewfth industrial
Exposur? to hepatitis and cases have already
chemi ca Issuehascar - A means an inexpensive begun to occur among
ton
tetrachloride Sr gamma globulin
shot, those exposed. * is
even medications such There
i nere is
is» yet no
nu vaccine
valine too
7 J
, ate for the
, jamma
+
Tvlenol or BCP's
f°r hepatitis A, unlike globulin. By then,, t
But the commonest the one available for common-source
hepatitis
B.
Hepatitis
tious
period
has
been
forms of hepatitis are hepatitis B.
_
more
however
viral If vou are ex- A virus can, however,
mur® than two weeks,
posed to heoatiitis it he grown in tissue cul- since that is the min
i^ Imperative that 'you ture, unlike hepatitis imum
incubation
perfind
out
if
it yIs B. Gamma globulin is u>d for hepatitis^ A.
hepatitis A (formerly a
sterile preparation
Hepatit;is )B
cXd infections) o? of
antibodies
taken
Hepatitis B is a di hepatitis B (formerly from people who have forent virus fjom hep
calTed senim). oTher- recovered from hepati- atitis
A
For
one_
wise vou mav get the tis A. In fact, most thing, it is a JP«A VI
wrong treatment.
all of the people in rus, whereas hepatitis
Blood tests can easily the United States have, A is RNA. Also,"nhke
separate out the two by their midddle years, hepatitis A, hepatitis
S Lf of heoa- formed antibodies a- B can cause a chronic
titis.
Every
patient gainst this virus and form °f
for weeks,
should be certain to are immune.
o.ommc, months or years
know the type of infec. Taking the gamma
months, or years,
carrier
rion he had in the past globulin is an example there
is
acarrier
or was exposed to in of
'passive
immuni- state for hepatiti
the present.
za«on in that the antiHepatitis A
bodies were preformed continuedtrtnsmissi<on.
Hepatitis A is trans- in
other
individuals .
® hafs f dl*
mitted person to per- whereas in 'active im- J^ent m°d®
henatitis
son, usually by fecal mumzation, the anti- milssion
roim he|patitis
contamination. Poor hy- todies
are formed by A. Hepatitis » is nu i
giene or sexual contact the injected individual transmitted by lecai
can
certainly
create AFTER the antigen is oral routes nor y
this necessary environ- administered in a live taminated looe or wat
ment. A common "hep- or attenuated or even er. Hep
cppnpp«i
atitis outbreak"
that dead form.
nnnidatioi
but it is
hits the papers is when
Immune globulin is populati™4valent among
a restaurant is iden- protective against hepa- highly prevalent among
tified as a source of titis A. The 80-9096 ef- certain
infection from a kit- fective rate is IF it groups
exposed
to
chen worker. He is is given early after bI°ody secretions, une
most
infectious
just the exposure. It MUST of these is, of course,
before the onset of the be within two weeks of the homosexually active
illness
but
continues the exposure to be ef- male.
Treatment For
to work since he is not fective.
Hepatitis B
sick. The irony is that
Office workers in casuWith the
—. advent of
Heptavax in 1981, a vaccine against hepatitis
B virus, post" exposure
advice has changed.
First, hepatitis B has
a long incubation per
iod:
two
to
three
1
H-G^LT'
months compared to the
one month for hepatitis
A. Secondly, it was noted during the vaccine
Non profit Feminist Health Clinic
trials on Heptavax that
even those already ex
Offering A Full Range of Gynecological Care
posed to hepatitis B
during the study seemed
to derive benefit from
1462 Poplar at McNeil
the
immunization.
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
They seemed to form
some antibodies from
(901) 274-3550
the vaccine that were
useful in fighting off

MEMPHIS
C£NT£RrOR
REPRODUCING
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have
ten
time
the
amount of hepatitis B
antibody.
.
f
This combination of
vaccine plus a form of
gamma
globulin
has
shown greater efficacy
in preventing hepatitis
B acquisition after#e_xposure than either form
alone.
But you may say,
"Wait, won't the antibody in the gamma globulin neutralize the antigen in the Heptavax
vaccine?" No, that is
not the case. Studies
have shown that vaccine
responses are not lmpaired by the concurrent administration of
globulin and hepatitis
^
-B antibodies.
--Hepatitis Vaccine
And AIDS
w
d tegt
for tMs is
This subject has been
exhausted,
but
still
then
he
is
positive, then
ne is
exnausieu,
uui
»»»
high-risk groups such
aiready immune and noy
need be as health workers and
thing more
Gay men worry about
done.
if he does not getting AIDS from the
2)
vaccine.
hay'e
thg
protective
Evidence confirming
tibodies
and
can
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an
be a car- the absence of any AIDS
.
Heptavax should transmission from hepa
^ £eguJ It is expen_ titis B vaccine contin
ues to mount. For one
give
at
$100
for
the
three shots: thing, there is destruc
bottle of
tion of any virus by
and
6
months.
Also, Jnsist that_ it_ be the manufacturers' inacprocedures.
given in the upper arm, tivation
rather than in the butSecondly, no AIDS vi
acid setocJ<^
gg
tf)e antibody
rus
nucieic
formation is much bet- quences have been found
ter in this more vascuin the vaccine. ThirdI
,
recipients
have not
lar apea>
y
3)
Add an immune been observed to form
globulin:
either
the serologic markers for
the AIDS virus weeks
mQre specific
hepatitis
globulin and even months after
R
immune
hepatitis B's ad(HBIG) or the iess ex_
the
ministration. And lastpensive nonspecific gamma
globulin
with
les_
ly> no abnormality has
ser amounts of antibody been found in the numf"P
honatitis
RThfi
nf T
pp,ls flmnn£r
for
hepatitis B.
The
bers of
T cells
among
HBIG does cost about vaccine
recipients;
20 times more ($150) their immune systems
than the ordinary gam- seem to remain intact,
ma globulin but does

No Nasty Words Allowed
There is a move afoot
to "clean up" or "tone
down" the "sexually explicit" nature of AIDS
education
material.
That's the word creeping out from the halls
of the Centers for Disease Control, according to the Gay Community News.
The decision has come
after
at
least
20
different AIDS organizations submitted plans
for
the
funding of
various educational publications.
Many
were
told that there was a
concern "about the explicit content of some
proposed written and
audio-visual material."
Reports indicate the

policy may be coming
from the White House,
Health and Human Services or the
Public
Health Service.
CDC's head of preventive
services,
Dr.
Michael
Lane,
confirmed that there was
some
pressure
from
above to make the material more palatable
to the general public,
"People above me in
the departments were
not prepared to fund
things that used words
like
'cocksucking,'"
said Lane. "The whole
problem would be embarrassing and
could
jerk the entire program
from under our feet."

Scientists Raise Hopes for
AIDS Vaccine
Washington - Scien
tists from Texas and
Harvard University are
encouraged by prelim
inary
data
received
from experiments with
a substance they hope
can be used as a
vaccine for AIDS.
The researchers have
shown that a man-made
protein that similar to
one that appears on the
coat of the HTLV-11I
virus can produce an
antibody
reaction
in
rabbits. Vaccines are
designed to encourage
the production of anti
bodies that kill for
eign invaders like vi
ruses. Natural antibod
ies to HTLV-II1 are
not protective.
The scientists did not
report if the antibod
ies
are
effective
against the virus, but
the
rabbit
antibody
recognized the virus as
foreign. Human blood
also reportedly- reacted
with the protein.
The protein, called

GP41, is from a sec
tion 6f the virus coat
believed to be the one
section all forms of
the virus have in com
mon. It had been feared
that
there
was
no
common area because
there are so many var
iations of the virus
and
the
virus
can
change so quickly.
The National Cancer
Institute is testing a
neighboring
protein
called GP120 and has
shown the substance can
actually
neutralize
HTLV-I1I. The NCI is
ready to begin testing
the vaccine based on
GP120 in chimps.
Researchers indicated
that one problem that
reamins is finding out
whether the vaccines
will be effective in
preventing development
of symptoms of AIDS,
which is especially dif
ficult given the long
period of latency of
the disease.

Nat'l Conference on
AIDS in Black Community

Board of Directors that
is
being
implemented
out of a total of ten
recommendations
that
were developed at a
workshop on AIDS held
at
NCBLG's
national
conference at St. Louis
over the Thanksgiving
weekend.
A
$19,824
grant from the U.S.
Public Health Service
will go toward the pro
duction of the confer
ence.
For more information,
call NCBLG (202) 7375276 or write 930 F
Street,
N.S.,
Suite
514, Washington, D.C.
20004.

The National Coali
tion of Black Lesbians
and Gays (NCBLG) will
sponsor a national con
ference on the subject
of AIDS in the Black
community. The confer
ence will take place in
Washington later this
year.
The conference is in
tended to address the
public information and
educational needs of
the Black community on
the subject of AIDS.
It is the first recom
mendation to NCBLG's

Cheaper Hepatitis Shot
'asadena, CA — The
ekly
News (Miami)
ports that a less exnsive and more effecre vaccine for Hepais B may soon be
oduced from a proin. A Caltech rearcher says a protein

segment called pre-S,
which can be produced
synthetically
in
the
laboratory, may even
tually prove more effec
tive in certain groups
vulnerable to Hepatitis

Subscribe to Gaze

National AIDS
Network Formed
The National AIDS
Network
(NAN)
has
opened offices in Wash
ington. NAN is a coali
tion of five local, non
profit
agencies
that
provide
services
to
people with AIDS and
educate the general pub
lic, health care pro
viders, and high risk
groups about AIDS.
NAN is a national re
source center for AIDS
education and service
delivery.
Organizers
say it represents a
cost-effective and high
ly productive approach
for dealing with AIDS
education and service
delivery. By acting as
a
central
clearing
house, it can facili
tate programs and ser
vice delivery at the
state, local, and re
gional levels without
unneccessary
duplica
tion of program and
service development.
Among the objectives
of the group are the

collection and disbursal of information, the
provision of technical
and organizational as
sistance
required
by
local agencies to set
up AIDS programs, the
development of national
educational
programs,
the management of na
tional fundraising cam
paigns, and the distri
bution
of
funds
to
local
agencies.
The
agency will also act as
a "think tank" address
ing AIDS issues of na
tional importance.
NAN's offices are at
729
Eighth
Street,
S.E., Suite 300, Wash
ington, DC, (202) 5462424.
Making Money From AIDS
By now you've heard of
the clinic in Californ
ia which was closed
down after trying to
market an "AIDS-iree"
ID card.
One of the newest
scams designed to capi
talize on the AIDS hys
teria is a little pro
duct
called
"Fresh-

ette." Freshette is a
device
that
enables
women to pee standing
up — not a bad idea in
itself. However, Fresh
ette is being sold as
providing
"Assurance
Against AIDS" in addi
tion to being "great
for sporting women or
camping."
When contacted, a re
presentative of
SaniFem, producers of the
device, wrote, "For peo
ple
to
deny
women
their right to decide
for themselves whether
to stand or use a pub
lic toilet seat of un
certain but definitely
fatal
infectiousness
is... wrong and... antifeminist.
There is no evidence
that AIDS is contrac
ted from toilet seats.
According to the in
struction pamphlet, the
user should "stand fac
ing the toilet or with
your back to the wind."
It cautions the user
not to tilt forward
when in use and to
shake and wipe dry when
finished and to rinse
when possible.

FRONTRUNNERS OF MEMPHIS
A Gay and Lesbian Running Club

OPEN TO ALL: BEGINNER TO VETERAN
Call 274-0454
For Details

INTERESTED?
CONTACT:
Rick Bray
c/o Frontrunners of Memphis
Box 41251
Memphis, TN 38174-1251
Not Just Running but Biking, Runs and
Bike Trips, Potlucks and other
Social Events
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Quick Clips
day night
ten-ish?).

(say

about

*****

Backstreet
has in
stalled a wall of mir
rors at the back of
their dance floor and
added new lighting. I
especially
like
the
blinking lights leading
to the potty. The DJ
is
higher
(about
6
feet) after having his
booth raised. They're
now charging a
$2
cover on Fridays and
Saturdays only, BUT
the first drink is on
the house.
*****

A few months ago, the
ad
said
"Gee-Gee's
Back! Well, apparent
ly she's gone again.
Management
of
The
Alternative
(formerly
the F,"mch Connection)
has reverted to Frank
Cooper and the gang at
George's.
*****

Speaking of George's,
the traditional Sunday
Tea Dance has been re
instated there. Doors
open at 3. Finally a
place for us old fogeys
who like to get home
at a decent hour on Sun

The new Miss Gay MidSouth is none other
than the Cabaret's Ste
phanie Wells. It took
two nights and a total
of almost nine hours of
pageantry to choose her
from amongst the six
(only
six??)
contes
tants. There's got to
be a better way.
Emcee Tommy Stewart
bailed out of the Fri
day night festivities.
Apparently he got sick
from all the fun Thurs
day night.
*****

"Where are all the
Gay
runners?"
asks
Frontrunners president
Rick Bray. Now that
Spring
is
officially
here, they should be
coming out of the wood
work. If you're inter
ested in running, call
him at 274-0454.
*****

The Commerical Ap
peal is
planning
a
series of articles on
the
Gay
community.
Their photographer was
seen at George's a few
weeks ago taking "can

/ \
£

too many parties and
Steve wants to take it has too wild a night
home and put it under life
for anybody to
his bed, and Jerry
wants to keep it for a handle. *****
JO room. Right now
Tickets
will go on
it's under lock and
sale for the annual Gay
key.
Pride
River
Ride fea
Encore,
meanwhile,
has moved in with Star turing Joyce Cobb and
Search Video and given Hot Fun in early May.
*****
up the book and card Mail orders are now
being accepted for the
While you're marking, business to Men of Lea Memphis
Showboat
Aphrodite will have a ther. Confused? Stop by cruise.
This
year's
benefit at George's on and check it out.
ride will cost $15, but
*****
April 13th. They'll re
Is Oscar going Gay? a buffet has been add
prise some of their
ed. The event marks
best numbers. Members There seems to be a the only major fundrais
in nominations
of TSARUS are also trend
er for the Memphis
participating
in
the at the Academy Awards. Gay
Coalition
this
show. Admission is $5 William Hurt won Best year. The River Ride
which includes a beer Oscar for his portrayal has sold out for the
bust. The show will of a Gay man in Kiss past 5 years, so buy
benefit ATEAC's PWA of the Spider Woman early. See the order
Goldberg
Support Fund and other but Whoopi
did not win Best Ac form on the back page.
Aphrodite charities.
tress for her portrayal
*****
of a Gay woman in The
Purple. Recent
RUMOR
OF
THE Color
MONTH: GW is consid years have seen a lot
ering opening another of nominations of Gay
or "Gay-type" charac
Gay bar in Memphis.
*****
ters: Robert Preston in
DusMilt and Dave have ex Victor/Victoria,
Hoffman
in
panded Men of Leather tin
into the space formerly Tootsie, John Lithgow
in
The
World
According
occupied
by
Encore
Cards and Gifts at to Garp, and Tom Cour1266
Madison.
Their tenay in The Dresser,
former space is going among others.
*****
to become a "quiet"
Coco is
wondering
area in J-Wag's. What
I want to know is what where his new room
is going to happen to mate went. Seems he
their exquisitely wall packed up and moved out
papered dressing room? in the dead of night.
David wants to keep it. Reportedly Coco throws

did
Now
the
Gay

shots" backstage.
they're looking for
"normal" side of
life. Any takers?
*****
Don't miss the repeat
of
NBC's
movie An
Early Frost coming up
on April 28. Mark your
calendar.

-Gazedon't
leave
(for)
home
without
it

A COMPLETE
LEATHER SHOP
NEW

1266 Madison
Phone 722-8963

EXPANDED
STORE
CONGRATULATIONS TO TSARUS'
9TH ANNIVERSARY
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Doing America
with Bob Damron:
Austin, Texas

by Bob Damron
Houston is hot, Dal
las is dazzling, San.
Antonio is charming,
and
Ft.
Worth
is
friendly. But the blaz
ing star on the vast
Texas horizon is Austin
- referred to locally
as "Big A." The cap
ital of the great state
of Texas has a popula
tion of nearly 400,000.
Located in the Texas
hill country, it is al
so known as
L.B.J,
land. Today, more than
ever, it is swinging
with the promise of
jobs, sun, and good
times for all.
The community was
first called Waterloo,
but was later changed
to Austin in honor of
pioneer Stephen F. Aus
tin, who colonized the
first American settle
ment in Texas. It was
founded on the banks of
the Colorado River in
the 1830*s and for awhile served as the cap
ital of the Republic of
Texas after it won its
independence from Mexi
co. In 1845, the coun
try was annexed to the
United States, although
some diehard Texans
are reluctant to admit
this.
First time visitors
may want to see the gi
gantic
University
of
Texas, which not only
hosts the "Longhorns"
football
team,
but
gives off Harvard airs
in academics. With about 50,000 students,
it is one of the larg
est and most presti
gious campuses in Amer
ica. The L.B.J. Presi
dential Library is a
magnificient
monument
in marble to the John
son era. Other points
of interest include the
State Capitol, Gover
nor's
mansion,
Old
French Legation, Millett Opera House, Old
Pecan Street, Highland
Lake, McKinney Falls
State Park, and several
museums.
Barton
Springs and the foot
paths in Pease Park off
Lamar
are
notorious
cruising areas. Annual
events include the Live
stock
Show,
Austin
Aqua Festival, and the

gency Austin, La Man
sion, the Marriott, and
the newly renovated Ste
phen F. Austin Hotel.
Lower priced motels in
clude several Holiday
Inns, Ramada Inns, and
La Quinta Motor Inns.
While Austin cannot
yet compete with Hous
ton, Dallas, or San An
tonio as the gastronomical capitals of Texas,
you need not starve.
Two of my favorites
are the Foothills atop
the Hyatt Regency and
Green Pastures in a
charming old Victorian
residence. I have not
tried
the
recently
remodeled
Remington
Room at Stephen F.
Austin Hotel, but the
reports are good. The
Inn at Bushy Creek is a
good distance north of
town but has excellent
food, a nice ambiance,
and sympathetic staff.
For
more commercial
dining,
try
Captain
Boomers, Don McKluskey's Butchery, Magic
Time Machine, Old San
Francisco Steak House,
Matt's El Rancho, or
Old
Spaghetti
Ware
house.
A" is a capital
city In more ways that
one. Its citizens have
a fierce and indepen
dent pride. "Deep In
The Heart Of Texas,"
Austin
attracts
the
best and knows how to
keep them. Its lime
stone covered hills and
emerald
green
lakes
will surprise and de
light you. So will its
hot looking men and
women.
(For more informa
tion, pick up a copy of
the Bob Damron Address
Book '86 -

Laguna Gloria
Fiesta
in May.
Musical events take a
wide range from native
son Willie Nelson, the
high priest of country
western
music
who
helped to make Austin
the Nashville of the
southwest, to the local
ballet
and
symphony
orchestra.
Most of Austin's fun
Gay bars are open seven
days a week until 2:00
am, and most have dis
co dancing. The Cross
ing at 611 Red River
opens at 7:00 am and
has male strip nights
on Monday. The Boathouse at 407 Colorado
is a high tech disco
very popular with twinkies on Friday and Sa
turday
nights. Uncle
Charlie's at 1301 La
vaca and Kail's at 404
Colorado get a mixed
preppie crowd, while
the Austin Alternative
at 5500 South Congress
attracts a number of
foxy
ladies.
Back
Street Basics at 611
East 7th is a cruisy
disco which is also
open after hours, and
Oz at 705 Red River
features shows on week
ends.
Austin is not big on
leather, but Dirty Sal
ly's
at
2828
Rio
Grande is the best nondisco
macho
men's
cruise bar. It has good
days too, and say hello
to David, the new man
*
ager. I don't dare use STILLTHf BEST. 22ND EDI
his
well-known
San
Francisco
nickname, SEE AMERICA. FIND A FRIEND.
but maybe he will tell
you. Rico's at 505 East
3rd Street is new and
trying for a westernS&M clientelle. Good
luck. The recently opened West End Pub at
1112 West 6th Street
has a quiet cruise bar
downstairs and a res
taurant upstairs. Lat
ins like the La Leona
on Chicon. Cruisy book
stores include the Riv
er City Newsstand and
Ms. Video. Pick up a
copy of the Texas Star
for local information
and happenings.
There are no Gay ac
comodations in Austin,
but
plenty of
good mUNRONBnWffSSm«atM77 $
places to stay. The SMHUNOSCa UURHNUMM
best are the Hyatt Re W5]iM5040

GEORGETOWN INN
A PRIVATE GUEST HOUSE

We
Appreciate
Your
Business.
We take pride in providing you with the best
possible service. We will always do everything we can.

THANK YOU
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Information and Services

Roomie Service Agent Sought
RATES FOR CLASSIFIEDS: Personal, non-commercial ads FREE
Limit of 30 words (including address or pbonenumber) and a $
charge for use of our P.O. Box. Commercial ads at the rate of 20* per
word $3 minimum. Phone numbers and zip codes are free. $2 addition
al charge for use of our P.O. Box. Deadline for ads is 5 days prior to the
publication date which is usually the last Friday of the month. Send to
Gaze, Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

An independent agent Careful computer con
is being sought here in trol prevents the prob
Tennessee as one of a lem that rental ser
network of
roommate vices of the past have
services that does both had: outdated listings.
Like
other
Room- f
local
and
nationwide
GWM, LITTLE ROCK
roommate
matching. maters (TM) services -ROOMMATE
WANTED contact EOM (Evange AREA, youthful middleOutreach
Mini
The service is billed in Louisiana, Indiana, - 2 BR Apt, Mjdtown, lical
Box
7882, age, love to please.
as both low-cost and New Mexico, and Cali near Overton Square - stries),
professional, and fea fornia, an office here $150/MO + 1/2 utili Atlanta, GA 30357 - Will consider all races
be
independent:
and ages, love to meet
tures
human-assisted will
ties & phone - $100 de (404) 261-5710.
you. Write Dept S, Box
computer matching for locally owned and oper posit - call Rick - 274ated.
The
idea
for
a
3038, Mphs, 38174-0038.
What
does
the
Memphis
roommates.
0454 (May be hard to
Gay Coalition do for
A person can enter any nationwide network of reach - keep trying.)
you? It prints this pa FOR"SALE - FAXON'S
present
office
and roommate services was
by
Andrew
CHELSEA - 7 month
leave with a list of orginated
EAST TN ALTERNA per for one thing. Sup old
female, tri-colored
compatible
roommates Key of Roomies in San TIVE
LIFESTYLES port MGC. Meetings at bassett
hound puppy,
Peabody & McLean Li
in the city they now Diego. Roomies is now (ETAL)
has
recently
its fourth year of
pedigree,
AKC regis
brary
on
Monday,
April
live, or, for example, in
formed as a support,
tered, w/shots. House
if their employer is operation.
educational, and social 7th in Meeting Room B broken,
Many
of
the
present
extremely
intel
and Monday, April 21st
transferring them to
organization
for
Gay,
another city, can leave services operate only Lesbian, and bisexual in the 2nd Floor Con ligent, very loveable.
This
pro
Excellent
for
Gay/Les
with a list of compat part-time.
ference
Room.
May
the
oppotunity people in the Tri-Ci- meetings
ible roommates in the vides
will be on bian couple or family.
for a new agent to keep ties, TN and surround Monday May 5th and Asking $200, will nego
new city.
ing
areas.
Activities
Call
Martin
The
service
also their regular job until of
Monday May 19th in tiate.
the
organization
are
financially
screens
clients
by they
include
discussion Meeting Room B. AH 276-9310.
meetings begin at 7:30 GWM
checking
character able to quit to do room roups,
lectures,
NUDIST,
37,
matching
fullreferences and employ mate
ilms, AIDS outreach, pm.
SEEKS male pen-pal,
ment, with the aim of time. It also makes public education, and
phone-pal,
or
visitthe
service
available
getting someone a room
social events. Meetings GANYMEDE - Computer pal. Phone (501) 932Board,
300 5915,
mate they can trust. in the evening hours so are held weekly and are Bulletin
Wayne
Veteto,
Screening is also done that clients can sign open to all interested Baud, Free, Available 1207
French
St,
up
for
the
service
for similar likes and
persons. For informa 24 hrs, 278-0167, Pass Jonesboro, AR 72401.
after
work.
Roommatword Ganymede.
dislikes,
so
clients
tion
call
(615)
753can find someone they ers is billed as "dis 6237 or write ETAL,
WM,
51,
6', 175#,
and thought of
like to live with — creet"
Box
23063,
Johnson FREE GAY VISITORS BLUE EYES, interested
GUIDEBOOK TO NEW in meeting serious, de
rather than just "some as "the Gay roommate City, TN 37614.
ORLEANS and the Gulf
one" to pay part of the service" in most areas.
pendable
male,
nonRoommate
services
ef
rent.
NATIONAL
GAY/BI Coast. 98 pages, maps, smoker for friendship
Each service checks fectively cut a per CONTACT
CLUB for photos. A $3.95 value and pleasure. Love art.
only for roommate com son's rent in half, and men
available
from
Gay
&
women.
Low
patibility. If a client also provide friendly rates. SASE: Dean, PO Tourist Council. Send Please include photo,
attempts to use the ser (but uninvolved) com Box 28781, San Jose, $1.10 in US Postage address, phone number.
answer
replys.
vice for dating pur panionship for many.
stamps ONLY to: Im Will
CA
95159.
PO
Box
423,
There are now more
poses , they lose the
pact, PO Box 52079, FB,
Gallatin, TN 37066.
service and the fee than ten affiliates of PHOENIX - GAY AA - New Orleans LA 70152.
the
network
across
the
paid.
see
listing
in
Infor
WM, 34, WANTS TO
With matching done by US in operation. Peo- mation and Services Di
MCC OF THE TRI- MEET OTHERS into di
le interested in havcomputer, each client
CITIES, PO Box 1612, scipline.
Also
need
ig their own roommate rectory.
ets his own personal
City,
TN roommate. Your share
ist of compatible room matching business can Like to run or Bicycle? Johnson
mates , rather than just write P.O. Box 3984, Join Frontrunners, Mem 37601, (615) 926-3562, $170/mo & 1/2 utili
7:00 PM Sunday, Hol- ties. PO
Box
2063,
a
mimeographed
list. San Diego, CA 92103
phis'
Gay
aerobics ston Valley Unitarian Jackson, TN 38302.
roup. Call Rick at Church, Eastern Star
74-0454 for details or Rd, Gray, TN.
OLDER MEMPHIS MAN
write PO Box 40311,
INTO
private crossMemphis 38174-0311.
THE DOUBLE ANONY dressing seeks buddy
MITY GROUP for Gays with
same interests,
BIBLICAL CHRISTIAN with
substance abuse plus possible monoga
& LESBIAN/GAY? YES! problems meets every mous
relationship.
For
positive
support Thursday at 7:30 PM. (Have had no
male sex
and helpful literature For more information, in
5 yrs). Ultra-dis
please call Dale at 926— creet. Reply Dept C,
3562
or
Sue
at Box
3038,
Memphis,
926-7704.
38174-0038.

?

S

f

f
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WANTED: Mature, re
sponsible,
neat indi
vidual with a sense of
humor to share 2BR/1B
midtown home w/GWF.
Furn or Unfurn room as
preferred. Pool, stor
age,
secluded
area.
$300/ mo + 1/2 utili
ties. References and
interview required. Ser
ious written inquiries
only to Carole, c/o
P.O. Box 3038, Mem
phis, TN 38173-0038.

MEMPHIS
ORGANIZATIONS
A
Cappella
Chorus:
(Church of Christ) Box
11616, Memphis 38111.
Aid To End AIDS Com
mittee (ATEAC): Box
40389, Memphis 381740389.
American Civil Liber
ties
Union (ACLU):
85 Union Ave., Mem
phis 38103 - (901) 521Black and White Men
Together: Box 41773,
Memphis 38174 - 2723705, 278-7092, or 7261461.
Frontrunners of Mem
phis: Box 40311, Mem
phis 38174-0311.
GALA:
Students
for
Gay and Lesbian Aware
ness - Room 425, Uni
versity Center, Mem
phis State Univ., Mem
phis 38152.
Memphis Center for Re
productive Health: 1462
Poplar Ave, Memphis
38104 - 274-3550.
Memphis
Gay
Coali
tion: Box 3038, Mem
phis 38173-0038 - 726GAYY.
Mystic Krewe of Aphro
dite: Box 41822, Mem
phis 38174-1822.
National
Organization
for Women (NOW): Box
40982, Memphis 38104.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 4546048.
The Queen's Men: Box
3223, Memphis 38173.
Tsarus: Box 41082, Mem
phis 38174-1082.
Wings:
Box
41784,
Memphis 38174-1784.
MEDIA
Ganymede:
Computer
Bulletin
Board,
300
Baud, Free, Available
24 hrs, 278-0167, Pass
word-Ganymede.
Gay Alternative: radio
program,
Sun.
3:004:00 PM, WEVL, FM 90
- Box 41773, Memphis
38174.
Gaze: newspaper - Box
3038, Memphis 381730038 - (901) 454-1411.
Lambda Televideo: TV,
periodic
programs,
Views From 10%, Mem
phis Cable channel 7 Box
3038,
Memphis
38173-0038.
HELPLINES
AIDS Switchboard: 7264299.
Gay Switchboard: 726GAYY.
Narcotics
Anonymous:
276-LIVE.
Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
Suicide and Crisis In
tervention: 274-7477.

RESTAURANTS/BARS
The Apartment: 343 Ma
dison - 525-9491.
Backstreet: 94 N Avalon (Downstairs) - 2789324.
The Eighth Day: 1382
Poplar - 725-9877.
The
Alternative: 598
Marshall - 526-1038.
George's: 600 Marshall
- 526-1038.
J-Wags: 1268 Madison
Ave - 726-9011.
Jackie's: 1474 Madison
Ave. - 272-1104.
The Pendulum: 92 N
Avalon (Upstairs)
725-1530.
P.W.
Bumps:
238
N
Cleveland - 726-9953.
MISCELLANEOUS
Airport Adult Theatre:
2214 Brooks Rd E - 3450657.
Aladdin's Ladds: 2789999.
Book Cottage (Overton
Square): 2113 Madison
Ave - 726-5857.
The Book Mart: 852 S
Cooper - 278-9546.
Cherokee Adult Book
store: 2947 Lamar 744-7494.
Fantasy
World:
1814
Winchester - 346-2086.
Georgetown Inn: 628-630
Madison Ave - Reserva
tions (901) 525-0725.
Getwell
Book
Mart:
1275 Getwell - 4547765.
Getwell
Adult
Book
Store: 1617 Getwell 745-9054.
Leather Limited Mem
phis:
1474
Madison
Ave.
(located
in
Jackie's) - 272-1104.
Men of Leather: 1266
Madison - 722-8963.
Mid-Town Adult Thea
tre: 1360 Poplar - 7254306.
Paris Adult Entertain
ment Center: 2432 Sum
mer - 323-2665.
Star Search Video: 1264
Madison - 272-STAR.
Tobacco Corner News
room: 669 Mendenhall
Rd S - 682-3326 <3c 1803
Union Ave. - 726-1622.
Veteran's Cab Co: 5256681.

CLARKSVILLE
ORGANIZATIONS
Clarksville
Chapter
TGCHR: Phone
(615)
645-7118 For Informa
tion.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
The Office: 130 Frank
lin St - (615) 6451157.
Raspberries: 125 Legion
St.

NASHVILLE
ORGANIZATIONS
American Civil Liber
ties
Union
(ACLU):
Box 120160, Nashville
37212.
Conducters: Box 40261,
Nashville 37212.
Lifestyle Health Ser
vices: 1729 Church St.
Nashville 37203 - (615)
329-1478.
Metropolitan Communi
ty Church: 131 15th Ave
N, Nashville 37202 (615) 320-0288.
Nashville CARES: PO
Box 25107, Nashville,
37202-5107 - (615) 3210118.
Tennessee Gay Coali
tion for Human Rights:
Box 24181, Nashville
37202.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
B.
Palola's:
1812
Hayes St - (615) 3200713.
Cabaret: 1711 Hayes St
- (615) 320-7082.
The Chute: 2535 Frank
lin Rd - (615) 2974571.
Crazy
Cowboy:
2611
Franklin Rd - (615) 3839493.
Crazy Cowgirl 2: 2611
Franklin Rd - (615) 2695318.
Juanita's: 1700 4th Ave
S - (615) 256-9681.
The Jungle: 300 Fourth
Ave S - (615) 256-9411.
Ralph's Rutledge Ta
vern: 515 2nd Ave S (615) 256-9682.
Warehouse
28:
2529
Franklin Rd - (615) 385-

KNOXVILLE
ORGANIZATIONS
aids
Response Knoxville (aRK): Box 2343.
Knoxville 37901 - (615)
521-6546 7pm-llpm.
Butternut
Belles
&
Boys: Box 3585, Knox
ville, 37927 - (615)
524-1629 (evenings).
Knoxville's
10%: Box
1046, Knoxville 37901.
Metropolitan Communi
ty Church: 3219 Kings
ton Pike, Box 2343.
Knoxville 37917 - (615)
521-6546.
Mountain Womyn's Coa
lition: Box 18074, Knox
ville 37928-2074.
HELPLINE
Gay
Helpline:
(615)
521-6546
(7-11
PM
nightly.)
RESTAURANTS/BARS
Carousel
II:
1501
White - (615) 522-6966.
Peppertree (Badlands):
317 N Gay - (615) 5255647.
The Point After: 712
19th - (615) 524-9155.

LITTLE ROCK
ORGANIZATIONS
ACLU of Arkansas: Box
2832, Little Rock AR
72203.
Arkansas Gay Rights:
Box 3115, Little Rock
AR 72203.
Crisis
Center:
6648834 (Toll free 1-800482-8886).
Gay
Counseling Ser
vice:
409
Walnut,
Little Rock AR 72205 (501) 663-6455.
Grassroots
Women's
House: 1524 South Sum
mit, Little Rock AR (501) 378-7851.
Great Men/BWMT: Box
3123, Little Rock AR
72203 - (501) 374-3217.
Metropolitan CommuniChurch: Box 1964,
ttle Rock AR 72203 (501) 666-2404.
National
Organization
for Women (NOW): Box
662, Little Rock AR

S

Parents and Friends of
Gays: Box 1839, Batesville AR 72501.
MEDIA
CHATTANOOGA
Arkansas Advisor: news
paper - Universal Pub
RESTAURANTS/BARS
Alan Gold's: 1100 Mc- lishers, Box 4397, Lit
Callie - (615) 629- tle Rock AR 72214 (501) 225-1300.
8080.

Go Go: 1077 Duncan Ave

- (615) 698-1023.
MISCELLANEOUS
Parkview:
8614
Harrison Bay, Harri
son, TN 37341 - TN 1800-821-2914 - Outside
TN 1-800-2333737.
Riverside Adult: 1009
Riverside Dr - (615)
622-9335.
World's
End:
1713 Startime
Video: 6309
Church St. - (615) 329- East Brainard Rd
3480
(615) 899-9714.
MISCELLANEOUS
Contemporary Classics:
SEWANEE, TN
2104 Eastwood Ave (615) 292-1958.
Boxwood Cottage: Bed &
The
General
Store: Breakfast
our
2535 Franklin (located home" - (615)"in
598-5912.
in the Chute) - (615) Zip 37375.
297-4571.

RES T AURANTS/BARS

The Branding Iron Sa
loon: 1701 University (501) 663-8682.
Calamity's:
5922
S
University - (501) 562- 9041.
Discovery
II:
1021
Jessie Rd - (501) 6644784.
Preston's: 5618 Asher
Ave - (501) 562-7531.
Silver
Dollar
Bar:
2710 Asher Ave - (501)
663-9886.
MISCELLANEOUS
4-Star Video: 5300 Base
line Rd - (501) 5624762.
University Adult Ar
cade: 6316 Asher Ave (501) 568-2952,

JOHNSON CITY
ORGANIZATIONS
Double
Anonymity
Group: (615) 926-3562
or (615) 926-7704.
East
TN
Alternative
Lifestyles (ETAL): Box
23063, Johnson City,
TN 37614 - (615) 7536237.
Metropolitan Communi
ty Church of the TriCities: Box 1612, John
son City, 37601 - (615)
926-3562.

JACKSON, MS
MEDIA
ORGANIZATIONS
American Civil Liber This Month In Missis
ties
Union
(ACLU): sippi: newspaper - 236
(up
528 North State St, 1/2 W Capitol
Jackson MS 39205-2242 stairs), Box 8342, Jack
son MS 39205 - (601)
- (601) 355-6464.
Gay Switchboard: (601) 353-7611.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
353-7611.
Integrity/Mississippi, Bill's Disco and Show
Lambda
Group
(Gay Bar: 200 W Amite AA), Metropolitan Com (601) 969-9765.
munity Church, Missis Cha Cha's: bar - 236 W
sippi
Gay
Alliance, Capitol - (601) 352Mississippi
Gay/Les
Saloon / Jill's:
bian Democratic Party Jack's
RESTAURANTS/BARS Caucus: 236 1/2 W Cap 208 W Capitol - (601)
354- 9588.
itol
(upstairs),
Box
The Connection: 429 W
Zan's: bar - 944 Robin
Walnut - (615) 928- 8342, Jackson MS 39205 son
- (601) 353-7611.
9925.
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RIVER'RIDE
WITH JOYCE COBB & HOT FUN

Memphis
Showboat

(Foot of Monroe at Riverside)

Saturday, June 21
Board 8:30 pm
beer and set-ups
available

BYOB

$ 15.00

All liquor brought on board must bear a Tennessee State Liquor Stamp. Beer and coolers are
not permited to be brought on board.
MAIL TO:
A CLIP AND MAIL:
I Please send me
tickets for the River-Ride at $15.00
[ each. Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount of
$
(Make all checks payable to MGC)
I Because of last year's sell-out, no reservations will be taken
|without advance payment. Unsold tickets, if any, will be sold
Ion a first come, first served basis at the time of boarding.
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Name —
Address _
City

River Ride
c/o MGC
P.O. Box 3038
Memphis, TN 38173-0038

_ State _

-Zip_

